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The isriter td-shes to acknowledge the excellent Goiinsel and valimble 
criticism of Dr. George 0. Ilendrickson and of Dr. Logan J« Eenostt, former 
leader of the CooperatiTO Wildlife Research Unit, loaa St^te College, as 
directors of this research. Appreciation is; expressed to Tbos. G, Scott, 
present leader of this Unit, for his interest and assistance.. Inspiration 
and eneouragcTtsnt wore gratefully reoeiired fro?n Dr. Oarl J. Drake, I3r. 
TIarr;\- H. Knight, Dr. Elorj- R. Becker, Dr. Oscar S, Tauber, all of the 
Department of EGologjr and Ixitomologys Dr. John M. Ailomn, Botany Depart-
tnent, and Professor S. B. McDonald, Forestry Departmejit, all of Iowa 
State College. 
Because of the ijat-ure of the problem and its scope, assistance in 
securing inforrnation and advioe were received from M, L. Hutton, Fred 
Schwob^ and Taylor Kuston, all of Iowa Consermtion Commission, Professor 
H.D. Eughes, Bepartrsent of Agriculture, W. C» Dachtler, Ind-ustrial Econom­
ics, Professor Harold looser, 'Visual Instruotion Extension Department, and 
Dr. Percy li. Carr, Physics Department, all of Iowa State College. 
The Agricultural Adjustment Mtninistration. United States Departaent 
of Agriculture, kindly furnisked the aerial photograph of the Game Area. 
Charles D. Saed, Senior ^teorologist. United States Department of 
Agriculture, Des Moines, aided the -writer greatly in the interpretation 
of the -weather data used in this research. 
Hobei^ Moonmn, Graduate Assistant, Iowa S-fcate College, -who 
suooeeded the writer in reseaj-oh -work on the Boh-'white ExperiiBental Area, 
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cooperated -with the writer in securing census data which isere of 
valuable assistanee. 
It is a pleasure to acknowledge the help and cooperation of the 
farmers living on the area, especially the key fanners, Floyd Flensing and 
Sben Carver, and of the trappers -who assisted in the collection of fur 
data. Their assistance mde it possible to oarrs)- on this investigation. 
II. MTBODUCflOH 
Althou^ lom has been aa agricultural state since it "was settled 
by the white aan, not -until recently he-v© the problems of •wildlife 
jmnageTnent and conservation as related to agricultural practices beoom© 
generally recognized in the state. 
Ihe clearing of timber and tilling of the soil brought about radical 
changes in natiiral food supplies and other ©cologieal conditions affect­
ing native wildlife -which the early -white settlers found in this state. 
As more people caffie, more aiad more land was placed in eulti-tmtion. The 
ever increasing number of people aiid the changes -which they brought about 
resulted in greater and greater changes in the natural habi-fcat of all 
-wildlife. The enviroiBaent of some -vd-ldlife species, ©specially of the 
Eastern Bob-white (Colinus virg;i3aianus Txr^inianus (Lixmasas))^ tmis 
definitely improved by these early agricultural practices. Hosrever, as 
lam land becaiae increasingly mluable and almost every tillable acre 
ms cultiTra-ted the food supply and suitable cover for this bird -were 
decreased so that it found conditions no longer favorable for maintaining 
its niBi^ers. 
The s-tate legislature recognized the q^mil ensergenoy aiat closed -f^ie 
hunting season on them in the spring of 1917» By 1932, The S-fcate Fish 
aaad Gaaae Gousmission realised that H»rely closing the season had not acooji^ 
plished the desired results* It is evident from their report for -the 
1« The scientific »aH©8 of birds isere -fcaken from the Aiaeriean Omithol-' 
egists' IFsioa Cheek-list of lerth Ansrican Birds, fourth edition, 19S1. 
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"biennium ©nding Jtme 30, 1SS2, that iiaich disoussioa and plaimiag had oo-
eurred during this period about mys and means of procedure for Bjaintaining 
aiMi increasing the gam© species of the state, Th® statement is aiade in 
this report (p. lS-14): ''The Fish aad Gasne Department is now establish­
ing an administrativ® foros to establish and tnaimge demoastratioa areas 
to deterreine to -what extent the supply of pheasants cau. bs increased. 
ttie Comsission has also assisted in the astablishrasnt of a research 
departsseat at Iowa State College to study th® couditions Tinder "Shich 
gaTB© can establish and •maintain itself under our agriculttiral methods. 
Betnonstration areas for quail in the southern half of th© state ar© also 
"being established to determine, if possible, to '«aiiat extent our supply 
of these native birds can be increased, and whether or not a shoo-teble 
surplus can be raaintained#" 
The first gas® mnagement area in Iowa ms a coisbination quail and 
pheasant area in Bentoa County, organized in 1932, and knotm in the files 
of the Coimnission as a pheasant demonstratioa area* The first quail 
deraonstration area was located in. Davis County aiid contained 841 acres. 
This area "Was S'Ot ^p iXjt by tFohxii Sail of the 
.Association field staff, now of th© United States Bareati of Biological 
Survey, •who ms assisting Aldo Leopold in laaking a survey of Iowa to 
formulate recojTiH»ndatioas for the conser-ration of wildlife, fhese isere 
incorporated in "the Report on the Iowa farenty~five Year Conservation Plan 
(19S3), 
The need of more definite informtion on tmnag©Tii©nt of the State's 
gam species led to the establishment of a isildlife research program 
July 1, 19S2, by the cooperation of the loro Pish and Gam Coramission, 
Jay H. Darling aad Iowa State College to expand and extend the work of 
Charles E« Bessey, Herbert Oebom, William T, Hornaday, F. E. L. Beal» 
Lovtis H. Poami©! and Joseph 1. Guthrie, fhe Tsork of this three-year 
progaram under tto direction of Dr. Carl J. Drake, Dr. Paul L. Errington* 
and the late Prof. Joseph E, Guthrie, all of Iowa State College, mis so 
satisfactory that it -was further expanded and placed on a five-year 
fh© Iowa State College Cooperative Wildlife Research Unit ms established 
at &ms July 1, 19SS, through a eooperatlve arrangemeat of Iowa State 
College, Iowa State Conservation Commission, the United States Bureau of 
Biological Survey and the Aissericaii Wildlife Institute. This Research 
Unit ms tinder the direction of Dr. Carl J» Drake, Iowa State College, 
Fred Soh'?iOb» Iowa State Conservation CoTsmssion, and Logan J, Bennett, 
Associate Biologist of the United States Bureau of Biological Survey •who 
•was succeeded by fhos. G« Seott, Agent of the United States Bureau of 
Biological Survey, larch, 1S28* 
0ns of the initial projects of this expanded program ms research 
on the bob-'sfeite on t®o Experimental Bob-white Ifenageaent Areas located 
in Dooatw aiai Wayne Counties (Figs. 1 and 2). In Uove^er, 1935, Watson 
E* Beed tos appointed as graduate assistant in th® Eatomolosr aad Econo­
mic Zoology Section of the Agricultural Experiment Station, lom State 
College, to begin this research. In June, 19S6, he accepted other duties 
asd on July 1, 1936, the -switer «as appointed to continue this work. 
After the writer had spent some tiTue living on the area and studying its 
problems it beearae obvious that in addition to bob-ishite isanagesjent 
research work, an investigation liould have to be raads of as Ttany of the 
agricultural, economic and social factors as possible which are related 
to the production and harreet of a shootsble surplus of bob-«Siite year 
after year. Th© results of this investigation from July, 19S6, to 
Febrmiy, 1940, are included ia this thesis. 
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Fig. 1. Experimental bob-white game management area, Iowa. 
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Fig. 2. Asrial photograph of experimental bob-white gam® management area, Iowa. (Taken October, 1937). 
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III. HISfOSY OF fHS OSGAIIZATIOH OF THE BOB-MilTE 
EXPEEiMSBTAL GAlffi M^AGEMEHf AHEA 
A group of farmrs, October 25, 1933, assisted by Cepuly Gaiti® 
Tfarden H® A. Eolgren of the State Fish and Gaiss Cosmassion opganised 
Gauffi MBumgemeat Area Ho. 27-9S-1. This g&m area contained 4,289 acres 
and included part or all of seetione 1, 2, lOg 11, 12 and IS, Range 24 W., 
Township 68 li». Woodland Toisnship, sections 26, 35 and 36 Bange E4 W,, 
Township 69 of Eighpoint Township in Deoatur Covinty and sections 6 
and 7 Eang© 22 W., Township 68 S., Jefferson Township in Wayne County. 
Floyd Fleming was selected as ley Fam®r for this area. A similar area 
lo* SS-ST-l ms organised January 21, 1SS4, in the earae manner as the 
first. This area contained 2,171 acres, adjoined the first on the south 
and included part or all of sections 13, 14, 2S and 24 Eange 24 W,, Town­
ship 68 H. of Woodland Township, Deeatur Goimty and sections 17, 18, 19 
and So Eange ^  W,, Tomship 68 H. of Jefferson Township, Wayne County. 
Iben Carver ms selected K&j Fanner for this area. 
The objects of the organization of Ga-cc® Mamgement areas as stated 
by the State Fish and Gair© Coraffiission (19S4, p. 19) were, "(l) to build 
environments so that ishen adeqxmte seed stock of ^sne exists or is 
placed it isill have a reasonable chance of producing annually surplus 
crops which may be harvested by the -mn mhn lifees to hunti (2) to gain 
sosae measTxre of control over the take so that adequate breeding stocks 
remin on the landj (S) to build a favorable relationship between the 
hunter and the land e^sr SO "fciift V adequate areas -my be kept ava&lable to 
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th® hunter." The specific purpose on the part of the State Fish and Gas© 
Cofflffiission for the or^nimtioE of the deseribed areas ms to mnage 
better the production of bob-'aSiite. IThe object on the part of most of 
the farmers of the two areas ms to secure the benefit of legislation in 
controlling trespassing and providing proteetion agaijist unauthoriaed 
hunting as provided in Section 170S- el. Chapter 86 of the Code of loiwaj 
193S. 
Mst&l signs (fig. 3) were proTided the farsaers for fifty cents each 
by the State Fish aM Gas® Goramission for mrkiag the bouitdaries of the 
farms atjd areas. 
N o 
TRESPASSING 
WITHOUT PERMISSIOK 
GAME 
MANAGEMENT 
AREA 
I ^WA FISH ^ GAME COMMISSION 
Fig. S, Area boundary mrfcer 
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On Msiy 17, 1935, the State Pish and Gan© Coinmission and the State 
Board of Goaserration -were merged to form the presant State Conservatioa 
Commission. 
Sarly ia SoveiBber, 1S35, the farasers in Game llanageiasnt Areas Kos. 
27--9S-1 and 9S-27-1 were inTited to attend a a^eting at which plans were 
presented by representati-ros of the Iowa State College CooperatiT?® Wild­
life Research Unit and the State Consermtion Gotanission for organizing 
the areas as Experimental Bob-»hit© Gass© Mssmgement Areas to he operated 
for five years, llx© nort^i area. So. 27-S3-1, -was to b® known as a pay-
shooting area and "tiie fanaars were to be pearmitted to charge for hunting 
priTileges. The south area, SS-27-1, •m.s to be kno-m as a free-
shooting area and the farmers were to be paid ten cents an acire. Desig­
nated bob-white management praotices were to be carried on by the farmers 
on both areas* Hunters wer® to seewre permission from the operator of 
each farm on •sSiich they htmted smd the fanner was to provide the himter 
with a written periuit to hunt on his land. The Conser'mtion Gomtnission 
was to provide seed for smll food patches and -wire to fens© soxne 
eroding ditches to provide cover and shelter for the gams. 
The lm& State College Cooperative Wildlife Research Unit wishfid to 
carry on research work on the raanagemesit of bob-whit© on these areas asd 
if the program were acceptable to the fanaers to place a research -sforker 
in charge "who would bs a resident on the area for part of the tis®* After 
a diseussion th® farr^rs voted to accept the plane -sshieh were presented to 
them. 
After research work by the Iowa Stat© College Cooperative Tfildlif© 
Besearoh Unit ms begun on th© Experimental bob-^hite Garas Sia,B&gem©nt 
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Are&s, the •boundaries were ohanp^ed to those as shown in Fig# 1, The 
north area ms increased 450 acres mking a total of 4,789 acres and the 
soTith area 803 acres mking a total of 2,974 acres or a total of 7,71S 
acres in the two areas. The total acreage isrill be knovm throughoat this 
thesis as the Game Area and when either of the two separate divisions of 
the Gaine Area is referred to it mil be Imo-sm ae the Sorth Area or the 
South Area# 
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I¥. TEGHiaQUES OF BESEASCH 
Th© writeT began his resident researoh nsrork on the Gas© Area 
August 24, 1936 and lived in the home of a farrasr in the northern part 
of th® South Area* This period of residence continued until Dsoeriisr 
16, 1936. 
The t?ork on the Area during this period consisted of two phases, 
each widely divergent from the other yet closely related to the welfare 
and mmgement of th® bob-^ite. Hiese -ssere: (l) the investigation ajad 
observation of bob-white and its relation to other 'sildlif©; and (2) 
saking the acqwaiatanc® of the fanasrs and becoasing familiar with their 
agricultural problems as related, to wildlife in general and especially 
to the bob-white# Daily field notes and records 'sere kept of all impor-
taat observations in the field. 
She writer ms in the field daily an average of eight hours except 
for a few days. Bie t±m ms divided about equally between studying the 
bob-isiiite and its emrironnient axad becoming acqminted with the farsiers 
in order to secure desired iaforEjation and discuss and encourage game 
raan&geffient practices. It uas fotmd by expearienoa that th® most favorable 
place to se© the farmers "ssas to saeet the® in their fields, There were S? 
farm units on. the Area at the begimiag of the imrestigation and each of 
the farmers ms seen on six different occasions. All of the data oonoena-
iag the farmers and their agricultural practices ms secured from inter-
Tiews wi"te them. 
A grsat wsl of tiiro ms spent becoaiing famliar vfith the topography 
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of the whole Ajrea and ia locating the suitable bob-white covey ranges. 
Thereafter repeated oarefttl searches of the cover and feeding areas were 
mde for bob~"sfeite 'SJiiieh were oouiited when found. This work ms don© on 
foot and osly on few occasions ms a bird dog used. Becsatiss of the 
large siz© of the Area and the txrae spent -working 'with the farmers only 
about foxxT sections of the most favoi^bl© bob--white range were studied 
iatensively. 
Af-fcer the fall shuffle early moraing field trips wsre made on about 
three momings each Tfseek* By ezperienoe it ms found that it ms necessary 
to be at the selected locations before the beginning of light ia order to 
hear the calls of th© birds and their flight from their roosting places^. 
At this tiioe IS bob-white eoveys were selected for isinter surviTnal studies* 
fh© writer returned to th® Area Skroh 28, 19S7, and lived in the 
southern, part of the Sotith Area until May 8« The rest of this period until 
Juas 12, 1937, ms spent living ia the home of a farmer in the north part 
of ths Korth Area. Li-ying in both the South and Sorth Areas sad© possible 
a better aoqmintasice with the people aM their problem* 
During the first fiire Tseeke ox thxs period aboxxt 100 hoxxrs were spent isix 
intensi-TO field work and obssrmtions ia en endeavor to check the 15 coveys 
selected for "sinter survival research, the rest of the time ms spent in 
oftrrying on th© worlc "sith the f&naers, using the sajn^ asethods as during the 
previous autuam. Each faraer ms interviewed at least three tiitags during 
this peri<»i« 
Since June, 1937, a total of 76 days have been spent on the Area. Bi® 
periods of "work have varied in length from a few days to three weeks aM 
the saiM »^©dg and teshniques isere used & the longer resident 
periods. 
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V. KiYSIOGRAFiilCAL DESCEIPIION OF XHE MEA 
fhis Bob-Tsrhite Ifemgemsnt Area is located in central southern Icwsa 
at 40°, 41.16' S. latitude and 93*, 34»2' W, Longitude. It is of an irregu­
lar shape approxiimtely six tniles long and three wiles yiide lying on fcoth 
sides of Steele's Creek l^hich runs throngh-oufc most of the Area. 
Hi© topography of the laM is very uneren. The irregular terrain of the 
Eaasan and lehraskan or pre-Kansan Drifts left by the last and nest to the 
last glaoial invasions was coTeared by a layer of loess of the Grundy Series# 
Brown (1936). On the tops of the few nearly level uplands it is only about 
two feet thick# It has eroded on the steepest slopes whereas on the more 
gentle slopes and in the valleys an eroded raixtitre of loess and drift has 
aecufflulated. The elemtion is about 1,100 feet. 
The average mean teTnperatnrs which ms determined by taking the average 
of the tJ. S» Weather Bureau record.s at Lamojii and near Corydon, lom, is 
about 49.8 F» and the aTerage annual rainfall determined in the sa?i3e iiminer 
is 34.SS inches. The records from these places were used because they are 
almost equidistant fro® and in opposite directions from tb^ Area. 
When the first perraanent settler, Allen Seott, a U. S. Government Indian 
Agent for the Fox and Sac Indians, arrired from Indiana in 1858, he settled 
near the present Tillage of Tioodland. He found the land which is noisf 
inoluded in the bob-iafeite management ai^a to be an almost unbroken expanse 
of timber escept along a part of the east edge in Wayne Coxmty and the 
aorthwDBt part near the village of fiighpoint in Decatur Coynty. These parts 
were oov®red i!?ith the typical prairie vegetation. 
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li'»'ithin the mesiory of people still living oa the area, the only laud 
cleared arovjad the little Tillage of Tfoodland in 1871 was the place •where 
the ohurch is located at the southeast corner of the iatersection of the 
cross roads. Eh© tjplands were covered by the tjrpicai Quercus-Hiooria 
Assoeiatioa and the Ulmtis-Praxinus-Juglatis Associes was fotmd on the gentle 
slopes and in the 'bottoms. The Bore important trees •wer®! red oak 
(Quercus rubra), vihlt© oak (Querous alba), burr oak (Q,uercus toaerocar^), 
black oak (QuBreus ?Blt;itim), blackjack or jack o&k (Qaercug mrilandiea). 
post oak (Quereus stellata), laurel or shingle oak (Quereus iabrio&ria), 
Amerioan or -e'Jhlte elm (Ulmus araeriearsa), red elm (iJlmus falm), pock elm 
(Ulmus rageffiosa)^ heokberry (Celtis occideatalis), "sdiite ash (Fraxinus 
americaim)^ "black ash (Fraxinus aig;ra), box elder (Acer Megmido), buckeye 
(Aeaoulas glabra)^ black mlmit (Juglaae ni^ra), -ehite hickory (Carya alba), 
ehell-bark or shag-bark, hickorj?-, (Carya omta), birch (Betiila sp. )j black 
willow (Salix aig;ra)s oottoiwood (Populus deltoides), soft tnaple (Acer 
rubrum), hard imple (Acer gaooharua), black locust (Robinia psetidoaeaeia), 
honey locust (Gleditsia triaeanthoe). 
The wild fruits "which -were foimd were "sifild pltxm (Rrimus spp.), -wild 
grape (Yitis spp.), emb apples (lialtts spp«}, blackberries (Hubus spp.)» 
raspberries (Rxa.bus spp»),strai?berries (Fragaria spp,), wild cherries 
(Prum^s spp.}, Kulberry (Moarus rubra), red haws (Crataegus spp.), and black 
haws (Crataegus spp.). 
fhe principal shrubs •were the sraooth suToach (Khus glabm)» rough 
staisaoh (Skua tyghina), -wild gooseberry (Ribes spp.), black elder (Sambucus 
oamdeasia), haasl mxt (Corylus americana), prickly ash (Zaathogyltaa 
aB^rig&Eaam), bucKbriish or coral berry (Syaphoriearpog spp.), aiid smmp dog­
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wood (Coraug amcmsn) • 
At the present tirae the principal trees ares red elm, soft raaple, 
cotton -wood, •white oa.k, post oak, laiirel oak, black oak, ^ hite ash, black 
ash, white hickory^ aiad willow. A few -HalGut, boxelder. Sycamore, hack-
berry and blaok walnut trees still retnain. 
The more important native isild fruits found now are: blackbersy, goose­
berry, strawberry, plum, grape, mulberrjf, crab apple, red and black haws, 
and cherry, but aone of these are abtsadant. Shrubs •which are present but 
are foTJJid in much less abtiadanee than formerly are: stamch, buckbrush, black 
elderj asd h&zel nut. 
fhia decrease of trees, shrubs and wild fruits is •?ery pertinent in the 
ooiaparison. of isildlife habitat of an earlier period ivith that of the present* 
"When, the lom territory ms opened for settlement in 1840 the pioneers 
began to come into this aovaxtry is large augers from the states of Indiana, 
Ohio, and Eeatuc^* The r©Tso-5al of the forests began with their arrival, 
fhey btiilt their houses of logs ajid cleared a few acres on which to raise 
food for their own use. Extensive clearing did not begia -until the coining 
of the railrcsad in 1871 provided a neans to mrket crops and livestock. 
!Phis me also the titie whea the prairie began to be settled* The people 
living on the prairie depended upon wood for fuel and it -^as a cosEaon 
practice for a -wood lot in good tii^er to be purcliased for this purpose. 
These tracts varied in sise from 11-4Q acres. One of these 11 acre -wood 
lots is still in use ©n the Area* A coTnraon practice ms to build a brush 
fence around these wood lots. The brush «as secured froa the trimings of 
cut tiiaber and piled in a row. rail fences were biiilt and frequently 
they were road© of mlaut. fh® Biographical and Historical Eecord of ling* 
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gold aM Beoatur Counties, lom (lb87) states that a great laaojr mlnut logs 
were shipped to England from this Area. 
?ery little of the origiml forests is left® Probably about 10 per 
eeat of the land on the Area is in timber, most of Tsthich is second growth. 
With the clearing of the isoodland aaid 1±ie removal of the protective 
covering most of the hatnus eroded ©xpossing the loess and the Kaasan Drift. 
This eroding has caused inaiiy gullies to be out through the fields ranging 
frost a fe-w feet to 25 feet in depth. 
The rapid nm-off of rainfall resulting carried large TolicBes of the 
htimus, loess, and drift onto the lowlands and caused flooding of the 
Tneandering Steele's Creek. Before the removal of this protective covering 
the raa-off ms regulated so there -^ere not great fluctuations of the level 
of the ©reek. To reTrsedy this flooding a drainage ditch •m.s dug in the 
auttran of ISSO. It was financed by the Steele's Creek Drainage Distriet 
which ms organized AugiASt 18^ 19S0, and |1E,000 worth of bonds user© voted 
and were sold at par Septenflser 10, 19S0. The bonds -mre to run for 10 
years. The acreage of the district is 5,307 acres. The dimensions of th® 
ditch were 12 feet wide at the top, 8 feet -eiide at the bottom, and 8 feet 
deep* Its length was 7,48 sfiiles which shortened the creek bed 4.02 lailes. 
a.' 
About a fourth of the Area is effected by this dminage diteh. The 
approxiiBate dimensions of th© ditoh Peceinber 1, 1839 «ere 70 feet -wide at 
the top, ahout 6S feet wide at the bottom and 12 feet deep. 
This drainage project was possibly one of the contributing factors in 
the lowering of the water table of the flood plain. Ikny springs have 
ceased to flow and mny wells have had to be deepened several times. 
Th© iraportans® of th© relatios^ip of the different factors related to 
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wildlife is well expressed in the qnotation by Dr» Carl J. Drake in the Iowa 
Year Book of Agricultare (ISS7 p. 112), "Broadly speaking, wildlife resto­
ration, reforestation, land iitilization, mter utilization, flood control, 
ins«et control, disease control, soil improvemnt, plaat production, 
anitnal produetion, arjd other activities are all an integrant part of tiie 
imity of conservation and perpetuation of natiiral resourees." 
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71, EAELY MD PSESEIT MflVE GAME MAMMIiLS ASD UPLAID GAJiS BIHDS 
Yihen the white man came to this part of the country we presume that he 
fmmd a fairly stably balanced biotic eoBiaruaity in -s^ioh the Indian had 
been living, lith this assumption an endeavor has been aiade to trace the 
important ohanges in ffiaramls and birds from the tia© of the anrival 
of the first settlers to the present. Old residents living on the Area, 
one of Ti^om eatae there in 1858, only 20 years after the first permanent 
settleiaent in the county, have supplied tsuoh of the information concerning 
the gajne aniimls and birds foxind there in early times. These records have 
been verified in isany oases by Scott (1S37) and by Du Mont (19SS). Only 
HaHtmals and birds have been included whioh sesT!»d to b© aore closely 
related to th© investigation and development of the coimtiy. 
Gan® Haamls^ 
fhe Virginia opossim (Pidelphis virRiniana virgin!ana) ms present at 
the time of the arrival of the first pioneers. Since soim of its ©ore 
serious predators, the wolf (Csnis nubilv-s) and the wildcat (Lyax rufus) 
are no longer found here and very few coyotes (Caais latraas) are left, 
the opossums have been increasing gradually and at present quite a ntur&er 
are taken for their fur. 
fhe Sastem raccoon (Prooyon lotor lotor) -sms present at the time of 
1» The seientific vertebrate m-ms other than those of birds were taken from 
Pratt *s l^tnual of land and fresh -water vertebrate animls of the United 
States, second sditiosj^ 19S6» 
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th© early settlers but no information is amilabl© indicating tiieir mniroers. 
Oaly a few of them are on the Area now. 
"Weasel (Mustela longiea'uda subsp.), thought to be the Minnesota 
"teasel (Mustela loagieatida, spadix) was found in early tiines. Ho reeordis of 
weasel on the area -were secured during t^.is research and only two were 
known to been tsdten near it. This scarcity my have been largely 
brought abo\it by the farn®rs* killing them whenever possible because of 
their pres«s3©d predation on poultry. 
Mink (Mustela Tlson) have bees present sinoe early times but their 
specific classification has not been deterrained for tiiis early period. 
Sarly settlers on the area report that formerly two sizes and colors of mink 
•were here, one being rauch larger than those found now and almost black in 
color, the otaver smller and li^t brown in color, fhe few found amj are 
the l»lississippi Valley jniiik (Mustela vlsoa letifera). During tiie isemory 
of those now liviiig here their numbers haw decreased greatlyj this de­
crease has been especially rapid d«r3.ng the last fifteen years. No doubt 
it has been caused very largely by the oonstnjotion of the Steel©Creek 
drainage ditch. Ho permanent body of mter is found anywhere along this 
creek at present. 
Ihe Canada otter (Lutra e&aadenais canadensis) is no longer found in 
tliis locality. The last known otter was taken by Everett Petty, em old 
trapper -who has li-rod in this vicinity over 60 years. This animal was treed 
by dogs in the winter of 1911*1912 iti an old drift of weeds, leaves, sticks, 
and oi^aer debris on Steele's Creek east of the village of liloodland, and ms 
shot as it ran eut of the drift. 
Spurrell (1917) -wrote that early settlers in Sao county reported that 
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they took the prairi© spotted elaaik (Spilogale intermpta) first in 1858. 
Sinoe this is a more southern speoies which 1ms extended its range north aiid 
northwestward it was probably present ia sj»il munbers osi the area -vshen 
the first settlers arrived. While it is not autnerous its austjers seem to 
be increasing. 
The Illinois skunlrc (Mephitis aesomslas avia) according to amilabl© 
records, ®as present during early times and is toun& in varying nusibors 
from year to year at present. 
At the beginning of this investigation no badgers (Taxidea taxus) 
•mre on ttiis area. In the axjtumi, 1938, at least fcvro der^s Tsrere found on 
the east central part of the area. A fm more scattered dens wer© found in 
•|;he fall of 1SS9. Hie old trapper, Everett Petty, said he had never seen 
on© in tliis part of the country before 1938. Sinoe this was nsostly a woded 
oomtry trhen the settlers can®, it is probable that badgers ^ ere not present. 
If so, it is an indication that entrironiRsntel factors favorable to th© 
badger haw been established. 
Aecordiag to Soott this area had the largest population density of the 
northsTO plains red fox (Ttilpes regalls) of any place in the state in 
loves^er 19S9, 1*S4 fox per sqimre mile. The literature as revieiPBd by 
S®ott (1937) indicates that its range has been ©ztended ®oiith and ©astwai^ 
from its ancient range in the northern part of the state* It seerns to have 
eotae in with the reino-ml of the tin&er since older settlers remesajer mfoen 
Bon® were here. Mi old fox hmter reported that he had first encoimtered 
on© ssixmt 1900. 
A grey fox, possibly the Wisconsin grey fox (Urooyoa cinereoargenteus 
oeythoag) ia said to ha-ve been plentiful •ashen the pioneers came. Older 
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people in the coiJintanity reHsmber when it axisted in considerable nwaibers. 
Oaly an oce&sional one strays into the area ncm. 
During this research a few northern coyote (C&nis latrans) were taken 
ia or near the area. Ih© ©ftrly settlers foimd the coyote plentiful aaad it 
ms a great neaace to their iivestook especially sheep, pigs and poultry. 
Although only an oooasioml coyote is fotmd nem, one ms killed on a high-
•raay ia lotresiber, 19S6, by a farmer deliberately rtmaing over it with his 
car Tshen it beeame eosafused by the head lights. 
Mo tiJiiber wol-cies (Cania nubilus) have been heard of during this invBSti-
gation. Often; f/hen one is reported, upon inquiry'- it is foimd to be a 
northern coyote. Sheep could not be raised profitably in this part of the 
0O«ntr>' until the pioneers reduced the nuufljers of tisiber wolves and coyotes 
#5,iah -were here. 
Ho positive records of the occurrence of the Rocky momtain cougar 
(Felis oreg;onensis hippolestes) have been found for this locality. Since 
nahite-tailed deer (Odoooilens vlrginianus) were plentiful in early ti-mes 
it is very likely that th© cougar ms present because the deer is one of 
its principal foods. Different literature on its distribution includes 
this part of the couatiy. 
IThe •wildcat (Lynx rufus) ms probably present in considerable nuisfoers 
in early tiass but none are found at present. Since they prey upon lanfos, 
pigs, and poultry the pioneers endeavored to reduce their nutsbers. 
decrease in their mtural -wild foods also assisted in tlieir extermination 
frosi this locality. 
The sQutheim woodchuck (Manaota monax Tmri&x) is included because of 
its digging proclivities. Its abssadoned burrows provide dssas for sposrom. 
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skiHik, fox, and cottontails (Sylvilagus floridaaus)* It is doubtful if 
nuitibers of this rmmml isere present \^eii the settlers arrived. Its 
enemies, as listed bj? Mthoay (192S) include eagles (Haliaeetus 
leneoaephalus ssp.), and (Aguila ehrrfsaetog oanadeasis), wildcats, eougars 
or iHOuBtaiii lions, coyotes, and wolves, all of which were formerly present 
and probably killed them if any ventured into the country, Yiith the 
©xtenaination of most of these en&mxBS it has ooms in aad is nofw present 
in large nimibers. 
The Franklin's ground squirrel (Citellus fraiiklini) is iacluded because 
it my beooT!® a factor in the nesting and rearing of the youag of groxind-
33©stirig birds, (Bennett 1938). The first speoimn known in this area ms 
observed in the sussmer of 19S6. 
Arboreal squirrels are quits numerous on the area. Speoiraens have been 
taken for detsrnsiimtion of species. All of those observed during this 
research seemed to have the charaetaristios of the •western fox squirrel 
(Soiurus niger rufiventer)* V^ith the formv abimdanee of the haael n-ut, 
isast, hickory nut, and mlnirfc crops food oonditioas were favorable for 
large niaisijers of squirrels before and during the early settlements. 
Beaver (Castor eanadeasis) were present when the pioneers arrived. 
The last kaoro. report of beaver in or near the ax^a ms on the liQldon River 
in the winter of 1898-1S99 by the tmpper, Bveirett Betty. The subepeoifie 
classification of this beaver is not known, Pratt (1935) and Anthosy (1928) 
in the distribution of the beaver, state that the Canada beaver (Castor 
oanadensis oasadecsis) -mt' knmm as far south as about S5 degrees in the 
Central and Sastera. states. Both state that the Missouri river beaver 
(G&stor canadensis missouriensis) •xms foiasd along the Missouri Eiver from 
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Kansas noarbh and •Kest to Montana. Scott (19S7) lists th© Missouri River 
"beaver as ooourring in the northwestern part of the state arsd states that 
it is possible that the Cajiada beaver occurs in the eartretne northeastern 
pfiwrt of the state. In view of the limitations set by Anthony and Pratt on 
the Missouri Siver beaver from lebraska north and west and their stateinent 
that the southern limit of the Canada beaver is about 35 degrees along the 
Mississippi River classification of this aninaal is really doubtful. Th© 
draimge from this area flows into the Missouri Siver about a hundred roiles 
east of Kansas City. This is much nearer th© reported occurrence of the 
Canada beaver along the Mississippi Hiver than the occurrence of the 
Missouri Elver beaver in Nebraska. 
The coraaon muskrat (Ondatra gibethiea zibethica) ms present along 
mter courses aiad in mrshes when the pioneers case. Large numbers of 
them viere along Steel®*« Greek until the drainage ditch vr&s dug in the 
autussn of 1930. Hot one ims ever obsermed or reported during this investi­
gation. 
Th© first records of the presenee of the THhite-tailed jack rabbit 
(Lepus townseadil caapanius) on the area were during the winter of 1937-
1938 "When only a few were reported seen. 
The Msams cottontail (Sylvila^us floridanus tB^amsii) was probably-
present tSien the country ms first settled. The presence of its enemies 
and a woods enviroaraeat before the arrival of the Tsfcite mn my have 
liflsited the populati«m. With the iatroduotion of agriculture and the 
reduotion of sany of its enemies, the cottontail has becorae numerous. 
Ho records of the use of the Aiaerican elk (Cervus canadensis 
caimdensis) for food by the early settlers were found although the area 
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is within its early distribution range according to Pratt (1935) aod 
Anthony (1928). 
fhe -white-tailed deer isas one of the principal foods of the pioneer. 
Howell and Sinith (1915 p. 14) quote this paragraph from the Leon paper 
printed in 1872, "lAst week a Ringgold Comty isan brou^t to town 12 deer 
i^ich h® had killed within a few days. Ihe venison sold readily at 9 to 
10 cents a poimd.** People still living in the coEsnunity remember -Brhea -ttie 
deer -ms used for food. Aoeording to Anthony's species distribution, this 
is the range occupied by the plains •shite-tailed c^r (Odocoileus 
vlrginianus merourus). 
lo records of the presence of the plains bison (Bison bison bison) in 
this area have been found. If they occurred here they were only casuals 
from the main laigration routes. 
Gaiae Birds 
fhe Eastern Euffed Grouse (Booasa ambellus umbellus) was known locally 
as the "Tititier or ?ioods PheasantThey ymre plentiful when the early 
settlers arrived. Several living residents remeiriber ishen they mre present 
and i^eir final disappearance which ms eaused by the removal of much tiratoer, 
reduction of food supply, destruction of cover ajad imfavorable hunting 
practices. 
The Greater Prairie Chicken ('fyapaauchus eupido asasrieaaus) ms abundant 
in early times. During tiit»s of severe winter bliazards they sou^t pro­
tection in the shelter of the tiafljer. "The ftrairie Chickens have the epi-
aootie", is a staten»nt espied from & Leon paper printed in 1872 •which is 
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fomd in Howll aiid Sraith (1915 p. 14). During the period from about 1908 
to 1939 they had completely disappeared from this locality. I22. the susmier 
of 1939 a farraer reported seeing a prairie chicken •with four or five young 
that ranged along the north edge of the area. Since repeated but unverified 
reports ha?© been receiTed of their nesting not more than ten miles from 
the area in 1939, it is quite possible that this report -was correct. 
fhe presence of the Eastern Bob-ishit© (Celinus virejinianus Trirgini-
anus) whea the piozieers case in is doubtful. It is difficult in the light 
of present day obsermtions and experiences to understand how this bird 
Tarliioh depends so much iipon agricultural practices ncsw could have survi-TOd 
the severe winters •when totally dependent \ipon natural "wild foods. If it 
were present it isjst have been is. snsill numbers. The bob-white "was most 
abundant before agricultural n^tdiods beoam© so intensified. Errington and 
HamerstroBi (1936) state that it tb®.s -most plentiful in Iowa about 1S80. 
The ling-meked Pheasant (?hasiaaus oolehious torquatus) was first 
introduced about 1923. It has md© a f;cod increase since this introduction 
in spite of unsfis© huzrfcing practices. 
The Eastern Wild Turkey (.ISeleagris .g^llo^To silvestrie) -me present 
Tshen the early settlers cairj© to this locality. The large amount of roast 
•would have supplied food for a large population. Th© last known -wild 
•turkey in this locality was a hen, killed in the suasmer of 1886. 
While ^feiae amamals and birds played an important role in the early 
eeonoffiio life of the people, conditions have becoia® unfavorable for them 
so that the numbers of mny species have decreased very laach and so-dn® hav® 
disappeared from this localilgr. 
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VII. EFFECT OF WMTflER COMDIflOIiS UPOH YEGETMim 
Upon arriiral on tii© area, August 24, X9S6, the -writer foimd this part 
of the state to be suffering from a verjr sever© drougJat and a very sevBr© 
gjrasshopper epidemic. The eoijditioa of all vegetation an<i th© landscape 
was such that it was almost impossible to describe. Bare, bladeless stalks 
from ishich th® tassel® had been ©aten isere all that could be fovjad in. most 
of tSie oom fields. lo green forage of any kind ms in the fields of har-
Tmsted. gmll grain, pastures or laeadows. All smll growth that was not 
seared, brown by the hot dry ^ iiads had been eaten by the raveaous grass­
hoppers. In Htaiay eases it vf&s necessary for fanners to feed their livestock 
^ust as they do in midwinter. Almost all of the springs and raany wells 
•were dry. The -water shortage on raaay farms -©as serious. 
Bob-whit© cover and oorey sranges -were -irery poor beeause the grass­
hoppers had eaten -the leaves froza almost all of th© different species of 
plants, leaving cover -with no sheltering leaves. The buckbrush or ooral 
berry, black elder, smooth smaaoh, rough suaaeh, -wild gooseberry, -wild rose 
(Rosa spp*), hazelbruBh, -wild plum, s-weet clover (lelilotus alba), lesser 
ragweed (Asabrosia airbeMsiifolia), greater ragweed (Asforosia trifida), 
fleabanes (Bri^ron spp.), and golden rods (Solidago spp.) -sfere only bar® 
stems -which afforded no concealment from birds of prey or shelter from 
cold, fhe barrenness of -tdae vegetation and ground are shoem in Figs, 4-'8« 
Fig» 5* Buckbjrueh. 
Fig, 6. Thicket 
Fig, 7, Fei«se row 
Pig. 8. SeoQnd growth brush i^tstw© 
A great variety of.native food plants of the bob-white are fotaid in 
abimdanc© in norml seasons on th© Area. The frait of the •®ild cherry, 
wild plism, Mid grape, poison i-sy (Mius tosieodeitdron), stanachs, aisd 
hannthome (Crataegas spp.) did not develop during the season of 1936 because 
of th® drought, fke greater ragweed, lesser ragweed, stsmrtweed (Polygonum 
spp.), partridge pea (Cassia ehameorista), fojcfeail or pigeon grass 
(Setaria spp.), and panic grass (Banieum spp») developed a smll quantity 
of poor qmlity seed, 
fhe onltimted food plants of th© bob-^it© grown on the area com 
(Zea Bays mr«), wheat (friticum aestxTOm -mr.), <^ts (Airena satim mr«), 
cowpeas (Tigna oatjan^ mr.), soy-besms (Soja aax •mr»)» laillet (Setaria 
xtalioa •ror*), and different mrieties of sorghtaa (Sor^tmi vulgara)» 
!Ehe relatiwly small aiaount of oom iidiieh is grown in this jSLrt of lom 
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ms practically destroyed by the drought and grasshoppers. Some of the 
fields did BOt produ.c© as mxoh corn as ms planted. 
The cowpsas and soy-beans somed for hay mde such little growth and 
inatiired so fms seed that they -snere not out for hay bv.t -ffier© left in the 
fields. Sliis •was forttmate for the bob-'^ite« 
The sorgh«®s withstood the drought the "best of any of the agricultural 
crops (Fig* 9) bi».t did not prod-uce maah seed duriag this period, A period 
of -mm r&ins began SeptenOser IS, and contisxaed for five weeks. During this 
tiias the various sorghwras isade a rapid growth and matijred msch seed# The 
shattered •wheat and oats •which tsere not eaten by th® birds duriag the stisjmer 
began to sprout when these raiss oas© and in a few •weeks the fields looked 
as they do in spring. 
Pig« 9. Showing how sor^um Ti?ithstood 
drought and grasshoppers 
The Soreas lespedeaa (liespedega stipalaeea) did well in the early 
part of the groKing season but most of it T?as killed by the drought. 
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Th© smll amount tlmt li-red reseeded and proTided som food for the boh-
whit®^ 
li'fhen •siater carae -TOgetatl?© oonditions had been changed very little 
beoauee the abundant rains in the autum cai!® too late to b© of arsy mterial 
benefit to most game foods and eoTer. The early part of the 1956-19S7 
winter was very raild and open. Early in January a rather hea-sy non-drifting 
snow fell* Almost iTEsmiBdiately bet^en one and two inehes of sleet fell on 
the snow and this ms follc^ed at once by a rain •while the temperature m.s 
at th® freesing point. Just as this rain ceased th© -wind changed to the 
north and the temperature dropped to near zero. After this the entire land­
scape ms eo-vered ^th snow and ice to a depth of six to eight inches. 
This icy emst •©as so solid that li'vestock and even trucks did not break 
through. This ioe remained from January 5 to ilaroh S, 1937. Tiie i&© had 
partially melted on son© of the sou^fch slopes by March 6. On this date the 
•writer spent 14 hours on th© area miking over 18 Biiles because th© roads 
•were so uaiddy it ms impossible to use a oar. 
Ihen the •s^riter returned to the area March 28, 1937, the landscape 
•was so barren that scarcely any kind of -ragetative cover •®as visible. Even 
most of th© saall, leafless steiaB were lying flat on th© ground. The few 
leaves -which itrnd been on th© shmbbery and thiekets after th© severe drought 
and grasshopper epideaie had fallen to the grotmd from the pressure of th© 
snow, fhe stems of the greater rag'sneed aiad th® shrubbery remained standing 
but •were so barren of leaves that they offered very little conceala^nt for 
^aae. I&jch snow and is® isere to be seen on the north slopes and in th© 
titaber and ditches. Se'sains of aany old snow drifts -mre still visible. 
The spring rains be^m April 1, but T(?eath©r continued very cold •with 
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the ground freezing eacjh night. By April 11, th® days -^ere beeoiaiiig a 
little mrmer and by April 20^ the first grass shoots had begtm to appear 
through the ground* The growth ms very rapid and in three days at a 
distance the ground appeared greea. The apricot trees wsre in blooBi by 
April 22. The wild grape vine began to put forth their buds by April 26 
etnd -were in bloom by Say 27. In general the arri"ml of spriag ms delayed 
between three and four weks for this locality. HoweTer, -when isarm weather 
did arrive oojaiitioiis -were so fairorable that all vegetation had mde up 
the delay in beginning growth by June 10. 
She suffimer of 19S7 mis a very favorable growing season. Farmers 
reported agricultural crops were the best ia this locality that they had been 
for five years. Grasshoppers, #iioh had eaused such serious destsruction in 
1936 did little datsage this year in spite of the fact that the concentration 
of gmsshopper eggs per imit area ia Decatur Gotmty was reported to be among 
the highest in the state during the t?inter of 1928-19S7, Dr* Carl J« Drake 
aM George C. Decker (Unpublished data). A number of factors assisted in 
reducing the iBillioas of grasshoppers that hatched. Two periods of heavy, 
cold, beating rains ease ia Sty Just at a tiit© -when large numbers of newly 
hatohed hoppers were emergixig from the ground, Goimtless little grass­
hoppers -were observed in the fields just previous to eaoh of these periods 
and after the rains very few ©ould be found. Late in May and early la June, 
a period of very husdd weather occurred which jmde conditions favorable for 
pamsites and ftmgus to kill umxy hoppers* A very couplete county Md© 
org^wiization was forii©d for the distribution and use of poison bran -which 
"ma of loaterial assistance where seeded. Gmssshoppers that survi-rod this 
series of ad-verse eonditions found an ab-undanee of tender -wild plant growth 
fcapt thSEE, from migrating to the agrieultural fislds in search of 
food, 
Sei:iteiT3>er 8, 19S?, the contrast in the •<regetatioa vd.th that of 19S6 
•ms alraost lanbelieTaljle. All pl&nt life which 2md been stonted and 
dtvarfed in 1936 had md,® a most luxuriant growth in 19S7« Large areas of 
greater ragweed iiere found along fence rcRss, ditches and on fallow grotmd, 
grcswlag to esceptioEal heights in the lo'^ places (Figs. lO-lS). The 
lesser ragweed reached an uaiisual height is almost every suitable place 
(Figs. 14 and 15). The siaarfcw&ed (Fig. 16) was j\jst as Itixuriant as the 
rag??6ed3 but did not grow ia such abmdaxice. Slough grass (gpartiaa 
Biohauxiana) mde ari exeoptional rank gro%vth ia the few inarshy places 
\Fig« 17 )» 
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Fig. 10. Greater ragweed at the edge 
of S.V. upland field 
Fig« 11. Greater ragweed along a road 
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i Fig. 13, G3F«at©r ragweed along a 
I road 
Fig. 14« Lesser ragweed on 
fallcre? grouM 
IS. Lesser ragweed oix tiplaEd ground 
Fig. 16» Showing heighi; of smrfcweed 
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Pig» 17. Slo-agh gmss on a sarshy 
uplaad rasadow 
All agirieultuml crops •were aboTe a'^rage especially the com (Figs# 
18-20). The differeat -rorieties of sorghtm mde an. exoelleat growth and 
mtured larg® amounts of liig^ quality seeds (Figs. 21-2S). 
Fig. 18. Ei^t stalks •with 16 ears 
of cora 
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. IS. Shewing com standing in field 
asm 
* 1^*** 
Fig» 20* Shocked oorn 
Fig» 21» (Jpohoffia •variety of sorghum 
Fig. 22» Gut grohoaa showing large, abundant 
ss®d heads 
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Fig. 23. Grohom shoariag height of shocks 
With the larga assouuts of mti-ro foods and agricultural crops, 
^iss and seed eatiag birds had an abtmdano© of food throughotit the -winter 
of 19S?«"1958« Good oov®r of all types -ssas provided for them during the 
Tsry lid Id and open -wiiiter* 
In March ISSS^ isheii -fdae farmers began to prepar© the ground for spring 
crops the appearance of the ra^k weeds after the mnter are shoim in Figs. 
84-27. 
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Pig. 24. Greater ragweed 
Pig. 25. Lesser mgraesd 
Fig* §6. Slough grass 
Pig« 27 • Weed aM grass misrinjre 
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In Jime, 1958, th© mtiv® plant growths seearod to compare favorably 
•sdth those of the previous year, but after the erops -were har-vested the 
yield of corn for Decatur Coinity a-reraged one-third less than in 1937, 
oats one-fifth less and wheat the sasffl (lowa Year Books of Agriculture, 
1937 and 1938), The decrease was probably caused by insuffieient moisture 
at critical periods and by insect injurj'-, principally chinch bugs. 
Although the native foods and cover for game had not made the raiak 
growth of the previous susaaier, an abundance of both had developed and 
mtured. 
The winter of 1938-18S9 •m&s even more mild than that of 1937-19S8. 
This locality received very little jaoistwe from December to &rch whioh 
-eras an unusually -sifet month wi-fch a rainfall of 4.14 inches. "sYhen the fam©rs 
put in their erops during My, 19S9, it me vejry diy but June isas so tsret 
that much of the lo® ground could not be properly cultivated, fhe agri­
cultural crops were equal to those of 1938 except in the fields that had 
received an excess of moisture. Hative gassa food and cover were as plenti­
ful as in 19S8 and equally as good. 
Wildlife on the ai^a began the Tsdirfcer of 1939-1940 with an abundance 
of good food ajaed cover taut during January and Febsniary it was buried under 
deep sntm. 
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YIII. AGEIGULTUEAL CROPS AM) BOB-SHITE MAKAGEMSUT 
During the crop seasons of 1937, 1S38, aad. 195S & crop ijweatory ms 
obtained in the autum by xasans of a personal iafcervieTS -with each of the 
far533ers on the area. Each farmer reported the total niiEiber of acres of 
land which he was farming and the mimer and extent in -sshich the land •was 
diiridsd among the different erops liiich he had grown the current season. 
Kie average sis© of the indi-vidtsal fenced fields ms estimated by the 
•writer to be about 40 acres. SoT!©tii?BS this plot of ground would be 
seeded to two or more different kinds of crops. The larger enclosures isrer® 
ustially pastures ishioh ooataiaed 40, 80, or even 120 acres. The smller 
plots Tfirere usually planted with sorghm, raillet, soybeans or sora© other 
similar orop •ssfiiieh was beneficial to the bob-#iite ishen properly mnaged* 
Com 
Hie first agricultural erop in importanse from a monetaiy standpoint 
ms oom (fable 1). fhe differences in the percentages betiseen. the north 
and ttie south area and also between owi©r and tenant operators my be 
explained by a persea^l knowledge of the economic condition of sohj© of the 
owner operators in the south area. The higher pereentages of their gromsd 
•were seeded by owner operators in i^e south area than in the north in an 
effort on the part of soaae farmers to realize •toe greatest possible ©ash 
rettim fro® the soil in the shortest tiias «ith iittle consideration, for 
the tielfare of the land in order to try to pay off debt obligations in an 
effort to keep from loosing their farms. Ko parfcio«lar reason is knowa 
for -Uie larger percentage of com plajiated by tenant operators in the 
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Table 1. 
•ffsage Distribution of T t^** 
Qgaer Operators ; ' Teaaai 
i 
t North Area 
i 
« South Area Total Area « • North Area Semi 
Crop • Ho. of « Per Ho. of • Per lo.of : Per • -* Ho. of • Per STo.of 
Tear « Acres Cent Acres Gent t Acres : Cent ft • Acres Cent , Acres 
Cora « • * : • : • «-
1937 s 249 : 10.24 I 173 i 21.57 422 : 13.05 i 359 t 19.12 261 
19S8 : SOS t 11.7S 157 t 19. S8 462 13 .60 • « 365 » 18.04 261 
19S9 • • 287 t 10.60 95 3 18.20 382 11.83 : 335 : 17.53 338 
Oats t • : • • 
1937 : 179 9 7.36 33 i 4.11 t 212 6.56 t 123 t 6.55 157 
19S8 i 266 5 10.24 t 90 11.22 356 10.48 • • 194 « * 9.5S 175. 
19S9 J 169 3 6.24 36 6.90 t 205 6.35 189 : 9.89 187 
Wheat « « « • t : 
1937 * • 134 « • S.52 i 0 0.00 134 4.14 • • 0 0.00 12 
19S8 t 121 t 4*66 i 0 0.00 121 3.56 : 0 0,00 0 
19S9 « 79 t 2.9g 0 0.00 ! 79 2.45 I 0 0.00 8 
19S7 
i 
• 
» 101 
• 
» 
I 4.16 0 
« 
0.00 s 101 
t 
i 3.12 
: 
• 
• 0 
} 
I 0.00 25 
19S8 i 22 * « .85 4 5 .50 : 26 « .77 • « 10 J .49 0 
19S9 « • 10 a « .37 t 0 : 0.00 s 10 « • .31 t 0 : 0.00 17 
l^adov 
19S7 
t 
s 3S6 
i 
{ 14»€4 
* 
•-
• 
• 144 
t 
t 
« 
« 
17.96 5 SOO i 15.47 
i 
t 256 
• 
• 
t 13.63 405 
19S8 I 295 s 11.36 • * 142 • 17.70 1 437 s 12.86 s 259 t 12.80 315 
19S9 s 349 : 12.89 i 105 • 20.11 s 454 » 14.06 i 356 * • 18.63 347 
Fiasturs s • « * s s t : 
1937 t 1339 « 55.08 s 420 : 52.37 ; 1759 • • 54.41 t 1116 $ 59.42 1025 
19S8 « « IS©2 s 57.88 i 393 J 49.00 J 1895 • • 55.77 i 1112 t 54.97 1273 
19S9 t 1612 s 59.55 J E57 3 48.23 J 1879 t 58.17 } 936 s 48.98 1403 
Ser^im 
1937 
s 
« 
a 16 
t 
» •66 
t 
« 
« 15 
t 
t 
t 
1.87 ! 31 
* 
9 
• .96 
i 
: 24 
« 
« 
1.28 & 
1938 • m 23 B .89 i 2 • « .25 : 25 • .74 t 30 J 1.48 46 
19S9 t 13 « * .48 0 « • 0.00 s 13 .40 «-• 19 « • 1.00 10 
Millet 9 1 : : t i t 
19S7 : 11 * • •45 5 » .62 : 16 « » .49 » • 0 • • 0.00 0 
1938 • « 0 C O.QO 9 a 0 0.00 s 0 : 0.00 s 5 t .25 0 
193© a •- 0 s 0.00 0 0»00 { 0 • 0.00 * « 0 : 0.00 0 
Leguraes 
1937 
s 
: 36 I 1.4S S 4 
« 
s 
t 
.50 s 40 
« 
• 
» U24 
« 
• 
i 0 
t 
« 
« 0.00 g 
1938 62 t 2.39 s 2 .1 •25 I 64 : 1.88 t 11 i .54 : Z2 
1939 « « 132 « • 4,87 i 19 3 3.64 s iSl t 4*67 t 66 t 3.45 76 
Fallflsr 1 t i » i a 9 ; 
1937 t 10 : .41 : 8 1.00 : 18 t .56 i 0 « « 0.00 127 
1938 « » 0 : 0.00 « • 12 1.50 J 12 • • .35 t 57 1.83 0 
1939 •t 57 t 2,10 t 10 1.92 ; 67 « « 2.07 » • 10 .52 t 36 
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Table 1. 
tribution of laM 
irth Area 
• Tenant Operators Total Operators 
South Area total Area North Area South Area Total Area 
•49 : 
0.00 : 
0 
17 
0.00 
.71 
10 
17 .S9 
S2 
10 
.69 
.22 
4 
17 
.14 
.58 
se 
27 
S t 13*65 : 
J ! 12.80 : 
S t 18.65 ; 
! s. 
I i §9.42 t 
! t 54.97 ! 
a } 48.98 ; 
2 t ; 
I i 1.S8 : 
) i 1.48 : 
? t 1.00 I 
» 
} i 0.00 ! 
> I *23 : ) t 0.00 ; 
: : 
> t 0.00 ; 
I J »S4 { 
5 t ^ 3-#4S i. 
J , ! 
) ! 0#00 ; 
7 I 1.88 s 
} s .32 t 
2 t .1© : 2 
22 t 1.6& J 33 
76 4 3.1S I 142 
t : 
: .05 t 
s .80 s 
: S»S0 s 
36 
73 
198 
: 
t .84 
J l.g8 
J 4.29 
24 
9S 
.16 I 42 
.83 ! 97 
,24 ! 29S 
t t i i s t 
187 s 6.31 I 127 t 3.26 r 10 s .23 : 135 
0 I 0.00 } 37 : .90 s S7 s .80 : 12 
36 » 1«08 t 46 J .85 s 67 : 1.45 s 46 
4,80 
.41 
1.57 
145 
49 
113 
»f t Per : No.of : Per 
•s I Cent i Aeres t Geat 
Ho.of i Per s Ha-of 
Acres s Cent s Acres 
ftej* 
Cent 
MOsOf f PaT» ! s Pfer I 
Acres s Cent : Acres ; Cent ; 
t : t 
J 19.12 ! 261 ! 12.97 
» t 18.04 ; 261 s 12.48 
i I 17.53 ! 338 s 14.01 
i : 
620 c 15.94 s 608 
626 s 15.21 t 670 
673 s 15.57 t 622 
14.11 
14*51 
13.47 
t : ! : 
434 t 15.42 s 1042 : 14.63 t 
418 ! 14.44 : 1088 j 14.48 s 
433 J 14.76 J 1055 i 13.97 J 
s ; • : 
1 s 6.5S I 157 s 7,80 
: s , 9.59 : 175. » 8.36 
> : 9.89 : 187 : 7.75 
m « 
280 : 7.20 s 302 
369 : 8,97 ! 460 
376 ! 8.7G ! 358 
7.01 
9.96 
7.25 
« a • 
• • « • 
190 J 6.75 ! 492 s 6.91 t 
265 t 9*16 : 725 : 9.65 : 
223 ! 7.60 J £31 : 7.69 t 
t : i 
t s 0.00 s 12 : .60 
1 : 0.00 t 0 ! 0.00 
t : 0.00 : 8 : .33 
12 t .31 
0 s 0.00 
8 t .18 
134 
121 
79 
3.11 
2.62 
1.71 
: : ; i 
12 J .43 s 146 : 2.0S : 
0 J 0.00 5 121 : 1.61 : 
8 J .27 1 87 s 1.15 { 
• 9 « W • 
1 4 « « » 
) I 0.00 : 25 £ 1.24 s 25 : .64 
4 
101 : 2.S4 
* • • * 2 a • • 
25 ; .89 : 126 : 1.77 ; 
.48 
.36 
405 s 20.13 s 661 i 16.99 i 612 i 14.20 s 549 
315 ! 15.06 I 574 t 13.95 s 554 s 11.99 : 457 
347 : 14.39 t 703 s 16.26 s 705 .• 15.26 t 452 
19.51 : 1161 
15.79 : 1011 
15.41 : 1157 
16.30 I 
15.46 J 
15.32 : 
i s : t i s 
1025 : 50.95 s 2141 s 55.03 ; 2455 t 56.97 s 1445 
1273 t 60.85 t 2385 j 57.96 s 2614 j 56.59 » 1666 
1403 s 58.17 J 2339 i 54.11 t 2548 s 55.16 i 1660 
« 
51.35 ! 3900 
57.57 t 4280 
56.58 s 4208 
t 
54.75 J 
56.97 s 
55.71 ! 
23 } 1.14 
46 t 2.20 
10 i .41 
i i 
47 : 1.21 t 40 
76 I 1.85 t 53 
29 J .67 : 32 
•93 t 38 
1.15 s 48 
.69 fc 10 
• 
1.35 : 78 
t 1.66 : 101 
.34 s 42 
1.09 : 
1.34 J 
.56 t 
o
 o
 o
 
o
 o
 o
 
.
 •
 
» 
• 
o
 o
 o
 
o
 o
 o
 : I 
0 : 0.00 J 11 
5 : .12 : 5 
0 t 0.00 i 0 
t 
.26 1 5 
. 11 s 0 
O.OO s 0 
» 
• 
.18 : 16 
0.00 : 5 
0.00 ; 0 
: 
.22 ; 
.07 : 
0.00 s 
: .59 t 
i 1.29 : 
t 3.88 i 
i 2.03 : 
t .65 > 
t 1.50 i 
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north area than in the south. Eowever^ when the total percentages of 
land planted to com in the ajreas -were comj^red little difference ms 
found. 
The growing of eom on the area •ssas a beneficial practice in bob-sdiite 
lamagerasrEt. The larger amount of com was husfced in the fields and hauled 
to the farmsteads "^ere it was cribbed for later use* This ijiethod of 
harvesting ms of direct benefit to the <juail until livestock which were 
turned into th© fields had eaten all of the missed com or had tmmped. 
dosm the -Tegetation until no eoTsr remised for the birds. The practice 
of pasturing th© husked fields by liTOstook of any kind ms very detri-
rasntal to quail carrying capacity of the fields both from a standpoint of 
cover and of a-milabl© food* If it were possible to leave eome j®,rt of 
the fields best suited to sheltering the qmil during the most adwrs® 
conditions, the untrampled wgetation and a little com left as food would 
be of incalculable mlu© in tiiaes of eiaergenciea. From con-rorsations with 
hunters, fars®rs and others interested in bob-n^ite mnageraent practices 
it ms found that little attention has been given to this particular phase 
of nsanageiD&nt^ 
A smll amount of corn ms out and shocked and left standing In the 
fieMse In some instances ttese shocks •were wry beneficial to the quail 
because they were located near shelter cotrer. In ©iBergencies of deep 
snows they senred as an excellent focii supply® 
¥©ry little qmntl^ of the corn "aas out for ensilage for stock aisd 
this lasthod of harrosting ©om is of little direct benefit to bob-^whit©. 
•»53"» 
Cte.i;s 
<^ts are the most important crop of the three smll grains grown on 
tiie area (Table 1)# These data shos surprisingly little Trariatioa between 
cfraer operators of the two areas, betweea tsaazit operators of th© two 
areas and total operators of both areas* The three-year average for the 
total of the two areas was 7,77 per oeat. The tw extreiass of dej^rture 
from this awrag© -mre by ths owner operators in the south area T8?hea in 
1937 they were 3.66 per cent below and in 19SS, S.45 per cent above th© 
three-year average. All other comparisons mried little from this airerage* 
Oats Tfore seeded in the spring and tasmlly mtured about June 15«. 
During tlie harvest of oats son© grain, is lost by shattering and 
smll aiaounts my be asissed in cutting, fhis leaves son© food for the 
bob*-#iite but at this season of the year so much natiaral food is availa­
ble that it is doubtful ho® meh of these shatteriags is used. 
lOieat 
Wheat as an agricultural crop is of minor importance, as shorn by its 
data in Table 1« All of the •wheat sefsded during the in-eiestigatioa was 
winter •wheat ttiieh is planted in the fall and is usually harvested about 
the middle of fhe ormer operators in the no3Pth area, during the 
three years seeded a total of only 334 acres -while those in -fch® south area 
planted none. Th© tenant operators in the north area during this time 
piasted ao -wheat ^hile those ia the south area seeded only 20 aeres. The 
witer is of the opinion that aside from -t^e smll n»js4>®r of acres planted. 
•Bheat crops were of little importaniee in the imnageraent of qiJail. 
Eye (Seeale oereale), also as an agricultural erop ma of little 
importance (Table 1). fhe owner operators in the north area sssdsd a 
total of 1S3 acres during the l^ree-year period and four acres iiifere ss©d©d 
by those in the south area. The tenant operators in the north area seeded 
a to'toi of 10 aores isdiile those in the south area seeded S2 acres. %6 is 
isown ia autiasm in this looalitjTj mtures aad is cut about the same 
tin?© that wheat is harrosted* In 1939, for the first tims oostsines -susre 
«s®d to any extent in this ares for the harTresting of smll grains* More 
shatterings of each of the three grains were left in the fields tiian ^ ^len 
the grain ms bouadj shocked, and threshed. Usiially livestoek ms twned 
xxpon the stubble to glean aiiy scattered stalks or fallen grain in the 
aaffls imjoaer as ms doa© -with the cora fields. 
These small grains are frequently iised as a mirse erop for clover and 
timothy -sSiose yoraag plants are delicate atjd need soras measure of protection 
during their early grotffth. The three-year average for the isiiole area 
seeded to the three grains of oats, wheat, and rye ms 10»i2 per cent. 
'MBBAm 
J&adow is the term used to designate fields on which a hay crop of 
timothy (Hileiia pratense) in pure or mixM stands is harvested (Table 1). 
Varying amomts of other forage plants my "be present but the aost im­
portant and prineipal plant is tiraothy* The three-year average of Bseadew 
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•was 14.S9 per cent for th© isdiole area, 16.M per cent for the south area 
and i3»16 per cent for the north area. Just why there is approximtely 
one half more meadow in the south area than in the north area is not known. 
It my be beeause of greater susceptibility of the south area to erosion 
than the north area. Osner operators in the south area during each of 
the three years had a larger percentage of their ground in zneadow than 
those in the north area. Tenant operators in the south area during the 
first two years had lauch more of their land in Bieadow than those in th® 
north area but during the third year these operators in the north area 
had more of their land in Tseadoss than those in the south area. This nay 
ha-ffs been the result of more shadow being plowed under and put in oulti-
TOtion for a year or two in order that the grorand inight be seeded back to 
purer statids of desimble forages. The lacd •when used as meadow for a 
nisibsr of years has a tendency to beooji® fouled -with undesirable plants 
and so has to be oultiTTated for a year or two before reseeding again. 
ThB iraportanoe of the sseadcw in the life of the bob-white in this 
area is not known. Th© hay is usually out th© latter part of Jime, part 
is threshed for seed, part stacked in the fields and part placed in hay 
lofts in barns. TOb,©n sufficient fresh growth has been ssade after cutting 
the hay, the laeadows are pastured by li-rostock. 
In the spring son® of the fanaers bum the dried grass remining from 
the previous year. Those who practice this claim that an earlier groisth 
is secured by exposing the ground to the direct rays of th® sun. This 
burning renders the fields useless to th© bob-whites tmtil after suf­
ficient growth has been i^e to conceal them* 
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BastOT® 
More land is used for pasture than for all other purposes 005i±iir»d 
(Table 1). fhe three-year airerage for the whole area ms 5S«65 per eenfc. 
Th© owner operators in the north area had 3.08, 8.86 and 10»S0 per cent 
TOore of the total area of their land for each year in pasture than the 
owner operators in the south area. Ihe tenant opemtors in 1&37 in the 
north area had 9.4S per cent more of the total area of their land in 
pasture than those in the south area, "while in 1938 and 1939 thsy had 5,88 
and 9»19 less in pasture than the tenant operators in the south area. 
The owner operators in the north area in 19S7 had 4«95 per cent less in 
pasttire than the tenants in the north area. During 19S8 and 19S9 the 
owner operators Imd 2»89 and 10.58 per eeat more of their land in 
pastiar® than the tenants. In th® south area the owner operators Imd 1.42 
per cent more of their land in pasture than the tenant operators and 
diarixsg 1938 and 1959 they had 11.85 and 8«94 per cent less of their land 
in i^sture than the tenants, fh© three-year average annual percentage 
of the north and south areas in pasture ms 5S.77 and 5S»47 respectiirely, 
& difference of only 0*50 per cent in fawr of the north area wl-iioh is 
not of Bsaterial importance. 
The land classed as pasture includes tinker or -woods pasture, open 
pasture, tlH^ser and mste» The largest percentage of ^ sture land v&s 
included in tshat has been tersied tiisber or woods pasture. These jastures 
haw from a few to laany trees but are lacking in underbrush and in its 
place have -mrying asastmts of grass, more generally blue grass (Poa sp.) 
growing under the trees. The United States Departnrent of Agriculture 
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Census (1935) states Decatur Coimty had 12.07 per sent of -woodlaBd jMistur© 
and W&ym Comtj'" had 6«86 per cent. It was estimated by the writer that 
about 20 per cent of the land in the area •m.s timber pasture. 
The term open pasture refers to that pasture which had a fetr scattered 
trees on it •#iioh provided shade for li-rostook. There were only a feu 40 
acre plots which had no trees* It was estiinated that the area contained 
about 20 per cent of this type of pastui^. 
Tis^er is the tearm used to define tree growth enelosuree in •sSiich little 
if any grass -was grcwing. Only one ll-aoi*e fenced plot -arhich ms given over 
exelusivsly to the growing of timber and ms not pastxired by livestock at 
some tlTse during the year 'was found on the area. The trees in t^iig plot 
•sere mking a good growth and nuTrijers of young trees were in the stand. 
About 275 acres of the woods pasture distributed in both areas con­
tained sufficiently good stands of tree growths of different ages that it 
is the opinion of the writer they oould profitably be fenced off and set 
aside for tinfijef crops. 
•Vfaste lajid is the terra used to include gullies, ditches &nd thickets 
•sfiiich produced very little if any grass« Jhe "writer's ©stimte of the 
amount of waste on the area ms between E«5 to 5 per cent of the total area. 
This land •gfcich was included under pasture was important to the mnage-
E©nt of bob«-white for two reasons, firstj, 53.65 per eeixb of the total area 
ms included is. this classification and second, aliaost all of th® permoBst 
cover other than that found along fence rcms -was in these ©nclostires. Bart 
or most of eaeh oovey range in "shich birds were found was in a pasture 
adjoining a grain field. 
Over half th© fence rows in all the fields as well as in the pastures 
oontairiSd "srarying aiaoimts of iffesd, siirub and ti*ee grov/ths 'which proirided 
good quail eriTirormisnt. 
'"otiie of the giailies and eroding ditches ooataiiied X'i&edj asd shrub 
growths '.vith intennixtux'-es of grass t^hich proTided exaelleat shelter for 
bob-white» Other gullies Tsere entiraly useless because of their barrea-
ness caused by continued erosion. 
Tlis fevs thickets found iia the area, designated as pasture provided e 
high quality of shelter aad cover for quail because they "ssere located near 
otiier farorable eiiviromrssxit. 
Borders refer to a strip of land on T/hioh the plant gro'Atl-is ranging 
from lot? forbs along the outer edge of tlie woods to stsiiids of large trees 
Imve shut out the lower le'irel of forest plant growtlis. Such strips 
my mry from a few ysirds to as may as 75 yards in width. These strips 
coasti'bute the really usable part of a forest or x^oods to the bob-white. 
These borders •srere fouKfl arousxd the one 11 aer© tract of timber and aroimd 
•fche pastxares mkiag up the 275 acres of land i¥hioh ismy be referred to as 
timber. 
SorgJitHS, Millstj Legujues and Fallo® 
The r®maiBing types of land iisag® practiced in. this area during the 
period of iirmestigation -were -Un© grcRffing of -mrieties of sorghum, tsillet 
(Setaria italiea) and leg\in»e. The leguraes which were grows were alfalfa 
(MBdioago sativa), lespeideaa, soy beans and s?^et cloTer (Mslilotue sp«). 
The lani listed as fallow was not placed in ar^ orop or used as pastiire* 
Tenant and oismer operators for each of the three years used 294 acres 
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or 4.12 per osnt, 252 acres or S«S5 per cent, 447 aeres or 5.92 per cent 
for the growing of these crops and in fallow* 'While these percentages 
were relati-roly smll when oosipared to the total area, yet they ar© of 
iTaportaa.c6 and my be the determining factor •which mkes it possible for 
bob-whit© to survive in this locality diar-ing periods of adirerse eliaatie 
ooKditions. Of course these foijr saethods of land use were not all prac­
ticed for the speoifio purpose to benefit the quail b-mt in imny instances 
TOrs of mteriai assislmno© to thera, Beoaijse of the importance of thes® 
four raethods of land usage to the bob-Miite, a saore thorou.^ analysis of 
these crops •ms mds and will b® presented ia Section X, Game !&mgeii»nt 
Pmoticed by the Fanners. 
IX. U m S f O G K  MD BOB-TOITE MMIAG£i<^ST OH IHE AREA 
Stoddard (1931, p. 551«S52) •writes, geasml it my be stated with­
out fear of successful ooatradiotioa that the ssaller the aun&er of do­
mestic asijjals at layge over the quail ranges, the better for the quail, 
for xmder present Methods of handling, hoofed aaimls destroy •mny nests 
in siCTBier, and seriously damage the birds' food supply mainly because 
certain native legutainotis plants that furnish aa iaportaat portion of 
their isiater food casmot stand trampling and grazing dxiring the growing 
months* ® This statement ms made coaeeming the effect of doia©gtie etoek 
upon quail production in southern Georgia and northern Florida bxit may be 
applied in mny my6 to their prodtiction in ai^ part of their range. 
The important differeruse is the fact that this reference refers to lands 
Tfhioh are nanaged for the production of qtaail and crops and livestock are 
secondary. Since the gareatest fiaancial return on the area InTOstigated 
ms from field crops and li-eestock, the bob-white production ms secondary# 
Ih© topography of the terrain and nature of the eoil are such -that the 
prinsary use of the land should be the production of li'TOstock. In spite of 
this fact, the type of linrestock best suited to the area be mnaged in 
such a mnner so as not to seriously interfere •with bob-white production. 
&n. iwTQtxtQTy of -ttie different kiMs of livestock ms secured by the inter-
vie-ws with the fanaers in Jime, 1937, Jane, 1SS8, and loveitiber, 19S9. 
These data are presented in tables in this section. 
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Horsee 
The smll nmnber of horses and eolts on the two areas (Tables 2 and S) 
and the siethods of pasturing them probably ImS no detrimsntal influence on 
the bob-white. Most of the horses on all of the farms with OH© exception 
•mre used as work aalmls for the seeding aijd cultiT?ation of the crops. 
Ihen not in use, these horses -ssere Icspt in stables or turned out in sraall 
5«ist«,res near the fanasteads. 
The tables shew a SBsall increase of horses and colts for each suc-
cessi-vB year. Owner operators ha^ almost twice as sany horses on an acre 
basis for the total area as tenant operators in both north aiod soath areas. 
Cattle 
Diaring the inwstigation not enough cattle and calves wer® on the area 
to seriously damge the bob-white enTirojs^Bat except perhaps on three 
farms (Tables g aM S). In 1939 six of the 24 farms in the north area con­
tained 58 per cent of all the cattle and two of the 14 farms in the south 
area 52 per cent. Almost all of these cattle -ssere of the meat producing 
type. Most of the cattle on the rest of the farms in both areas Tser© of 
the dairy type. It was a general practice not to sell the cal-sres of the 
beef cattl® for ^ al as ms don© with the calves of the dairy stock. The 
presence of the beef cattle aiKl calves in the pastures on a fe® fanag 
probably did some damage to the bob-white and their ©nviroEBBent. 
'fable 2. 
Number of Mult Livestoek on Area and Aores Per Aiucsal 
j • Total t 
Worth Area 1 South Are®, Both Areas Area • • 
Owner 1 Tenant s Owner Temnt t HoiHsh 1 South 4 s 
Operators } Operators 3 Operators » Operator® < Area s Area s 
t Acre9» (Acres t IAores t Acres • cAores 1 sAores t lAcree s 
Stook t p@r * ! per i % per 8 ! per « « • • per : : per s • « per s 
Tears m. lAnlmli Ho. tABiioal : No. JAnimals Ho. !Animal s Ho, tAniml g Mo» sAniroalj Ho.! Animal s 
Horses t t t s i t i t i { t s 
Juae 1937 » 54 i 45 t 28 J 67 ) 21 s 36 : 28 « 72 t 82 i 5S J 49 s 57 1 131s 54 t 
^une 19S8 » U i 40 { 24 t 84 i 26 t SI t 29 1 72 t 88 i 52 : 65 : 53 1 143 J 53 s 
Not# IBm 1 71 t S8 : 2S i 8S t IS ! SS 3 38 1 63 { @4 i 40 t SS : 55 ! 147 s 51 s 
Cattle i 1 t t t t ! t t t s 
Jim® 19S7 t 268 t @ s 80 1 23 t 43 I 19 t 126 s 16 : 348 1 IS s 169 i 17 1 517 j 14 s 
June 1SS8 » 187 t 14 t 106 1 U i SO i 27 j 154 t 14 } 293 t 16 t 184 t 16 t 477 j 16 s 
Nov. 1989 t 3g8 1 8 i 162 i 12 t 34 1 IS s 126 : IS i 490 t 9 t 160 t 18 t 650 s 12 s 
Hogs t i t ! t t i t t 
170 s 
s 
Juns 1937 s 66 j 37 1 47 i 40 t 15 i 53 i 43 ! 47 i 112 s 38 t @8 s 48 1 42 s 
June 19B8 « 9© ; Z9 t 51 i 40 i 19 j 42 t 28 t 75 I 141 t 33 47 i 62 1 188 s 40 s 
Not. 1SS0 i 416 t @ 1 175 i 11 ) 58 t 9 t 168 t 14 t 591 * 8 226 : 10 s 817» 9 s 
^©ep s « * i t : i t i 
107 
i s s 
Jtme 19S7 i 12S 1 20 27 « 70 i 81 : 10 » 26 » 77 ] 150 t 29 : i 26 : 257 s 2b s 
Jtme 1938 : 118 t 22 } 32 t m : 21 s 33 210 8 10 : 150 s 31 t 231 i 13 t 381 s 20 t 
Not. 10S9 j 103 i 14 : 37 t 62 0 t 0 : 261 s 9 t 230 t 20 t 261 t 11 t 491s 15 t 
Table S. 
Kutfiier of Young Liwstook on Area and Aorsa Per Aaxml 
* 
m • 
Horth Area South Ar«& Both Areas 3 
: 
Total 
Area 
? 
3 
t Owner t Temiit t Owner t Tenant North i South : t 3 
* Operators s Operators j Operators • Operators Area t Area i • • : 
t 5 Acres * sAoros i lAeres * * sAeres {Acres j !Acres s {Acres i 
Stock i 
Years Ho. 
s per 1 
sAniTnals Ho. 
t p^r 5 
jAniflials Mo. 
s per 
sAniml 
i 
: lo. 
J per 
jJUaiml Ho, 
i per 8 
sAiiimls No. 
< por 
tAninKJ.1 
I 
s 
t per » 
No. iAni?nal5 
Colts 1 s • • ? I % i • • • • i • « s I 
Jm.0 1SS7» 7 i Mr « 0 i 0 J 1 J 802 s Z i 1010 7 t @15 : Z s 041 I 10 8 713 s 
Jims 19B8i 0 t 288 t 1 t 2023 ! 2 s 401 i 0 i 0 10 t 46S i 2 t 1447 t 123 626 3 
MoVt lSS9i S t 90$ 1 3 t , 1 t 522 : 7 t S44 6 1 770 s 3 I S67 i 14 I 84 3 
CalTBS t i 9 : } t * • i E i 3 i 3 
Jane 19S7» 47 t 5g 3 41 46 s 14 t S7 t 41 9 49 88 ! 49 65 i 51 t 14SJ 50 3 
Jurx© 19S8J 83 t 31 i 37 i 5S I 18 t 40 1 26 i 80 ISO i 38 : 44 9 66 3 1641 46 i 
Sov. 1939» SO « • 54 S S6 s 5S 5 I 104 t 2S t 96 86 s 54 1 SO : 98 3 116 J 65 t 
Hgs 
Jua© 
9 
ies7j 155 
t 
t 16 
s 
s 164 
« 
• * U 27 
s 
) 30 
J 
1 67 
t 
t 30 309 
• « 
s 14 t 94 
: 
! SO 
t 
• • 
i 
403 s 18 
3 
t 
June l9S8j 191 i 14 • • Z29 i B 47 ! 17 t 64 * S3 480 J 11 1 111 « • 26 I 5S1j 14 • • 
Nov. 185 @1 gio t IS J 12S : IB 8 0 J 0 5 79 : SO sss ! 14 79 3 S7 1 4141 18 t 
tataibe 1 i « : : i a t i t t i • • 
Jim© 195?» IDS i 22 f 34 t 50 75 1 11 : 16 t 126 142 i SO 1 91 i 31 S 2331 31 3 
June 18S8j 112 s UO s 17 i 119 25 t se t 201 s 10 129 t 36 224 i 13 3 353 J 21 3 
lov. 1959 J 1 t Z1QB 3 0 t 0 t 0 i 0 t 0 t 0 1 t 4@1@ t 0 3 0 3 Is 755S 3 
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Hogg 
The breeds of hogs kept in this locality are highly specialized quick 
iseat-produoiag anlmls (Fig. 28). They are kept in smll pastures as 
youag pigs and are finished for market in smll feed lots or pens* Seldom 
do they have access to large areas on the farms. Under this insthod of 
handling they are not a raexiace to bob--g^ite prodxiotioa esospt in these 
small pastures. This eliminates the hogs Trereus bob-white problems •ssfcich 
aire found in sorue parts of the United States. 
Fig, 28. Type of hog on the ajrea 
—6S« 
fh© differsnoe in -the raraiber of laogs in Juaae, 19S7 and in HovBsfijer, 
19S9 (Sable 2) of 647 may be partly ^xplsdisied by tli® fact tliat the 1933 
iaventory "»s tafeen near the tii?^ of the principal market season instead 
of ia Jtiije. EcTOTOr, a part of this difference represeats an increase in 
the niHJfeer of breeding stoek. a© ntffl&er of pigs in June, 18S8 ms Sg per 
cent more thaa in Jiine, iBS7. The niBsber of pigs in Ho^i^r cannot be 
fairly compared -sfith those in Jme because farmers prefer to raise spring 
aad svmmr pigs (fable S)* Tb0 raising of hogs ms the qaiojkest and most 
eoonoEdcal isay to insreas© the stock on the farms after the redtaotion 
neoessitated by the grasshopper epideiaie and drou^t of 19S6. inie fanners 
ar© able to produce a hog weighing between 180 and 250 potjads at the age 
of fiw to eigjit months which -sfeen sold usually brings a greater cash 
rettira for the corn aoxiswmd than if this com had been sold. 
Sheep 
In. Jtms, 1937 , 257 sheep isere on the area (Table 2) aaaai in lovesiber, 
19SS, 491 whieh is an increase of 234 sheep or 91 per eent* All of -Hxis 
increase ms ia adult stock which was isept for the production of laEbs 
and wool, fhepe -sfere 10 or laor© sheep oa each of eight fanns in the 
north area and <ai fottr farss® in the so^ith ares in 19S9. 
In tiie south aapea, ^ e farm eontaxjoing 208 acrea had no sheep in 19S6 
or 19Sf« fhis farm had excellent bob-tfeita ccTrer aisS more coreys of 
birds than the average faria on the area. In 19S8, 194 sheep isrere placed 
©a this farm and in 19S9, 17S sheep. The pasture land of about 125 acres 
ms cropped closely aisi little cover of any type renaained that •ms 
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suitable for bob-isliite. A far® in the north area -which had no sheep in 
either 19S6 or 19S7 had 24 in 1S39 ishich grazed on a 25 acre pasture. 
Two eoT?eys of bob-ishite used this pasture as part of their range in 19S6, 
In Ho-veniber, 19S9, it «as entirely lossixited for them. The nuH&er of 
laEflbs on the area (fable 5) ms 2SS in June, 19S7, and S5S in June, 1938, 
an increase of 51 per sent. The inventory taken I'lovesiber, 1939, -was after 
the lambs had been sold is the reason for only on© lauib being listed. 
Stoddard (1931, p. S54) states, "Seither sheep nor goats, however, should 
be tolerated on lands held primarily for quail shooting, for sheep pasture, 
next to cotton land, is about the worst quail habitat known. 
Tlie total grazing pressure of horses, cattle, and sheep in terms of 
aniraal units has been calculated and is presented in Table 4 for the entire 
area, exclusive of unrented land. The owner operators in both areas for 
each year had a smller number of acres per aniroal unit than the tenants 
with one exception. The tenants on the south area in 1938 had S.21 acres 
less per aaiml unit -ttian the owners» In 19S7 and 19S9 the north area had 
Tsore aaiml units per acre ttian the south area but la 1958 the south area 
had a»re aniiml units per acre than the north area. 
The sas© data are presented in Table S as in fabl© 4 except the acres 
per animal tmit ay® calculated using the nunsber of acres of pasture 
exclusive of unrented land instead of the total acreage, not including 
unreal^d land. The saae animl unit relationship between owner and tenant 
operators is foxuaed in fable 5 as in fable 4. The true grazing pressure of 
livestock is shown in fabM 5. Since owner operated land isi1A the on® 
exception, shows a greater grazing pressure than tenant operated land, qxiail 
©nvironiaent should have been better on the tenant operated land. 
Table 4, 
Sfurnber of Miraal Unite^ and Aarm to Animal Uiiit Based on 
Total Aoreage Operated in Area®. 
Korth Area South Area Both Areas 
Oflttier J Tenant Ovmer 
s Operators 
Tenant Horth South 
Total 
Area 
All 
t JAcres • « :Acres t jAoree j Aeres s sAores s !Acres 1 tAcree s 
sMo. ofjper }No. ofjper tJIo. ofjper tHo. of per iHo. ofsper sNo. of:p©r JMO, of:per t 
t Attimal J AniKial s Anaml j Aai®al lAnii'nal sAniiral j Animl Aniinal s/miinal«Animal liniinal i Animal; Animal s Aniiml t 
Yean Units jUnit tUnits :TJnit {Units 8Units sUiiits Unit jUnita lUiait J Units sUnit sUnits •.Unit t 
(Time: » C I t i s « : J 5 : : i : 
19S?s S68 : 6.79 t 124 i 15.l4i 85 s S.45 { 170 ll,89j 482 i 8.94i 255 J 11.07s 737 t 9.68: 
i 
Jvoje: 
t 
2 
* 
i 
• t 
i $ 
$ t 
2 % 
T 
i 
S £ 
? • ! S 
: i 
1 s 
18383 S@9 I 8.68 t 145 i 1S.95J 66 t 12. IS8 2S4 8.S4i 444 : 10,40: SOO t g.65s 744 i lO.lOt 
J 1 s ! t : : T 1 T I t : I 
MOY. i I s t t : ! 1 1 5 * * T I 
19393 440 J 6*15 i 200 1 9.E6T 50 ! 10.44! g09 11.54J 640 ! 7.225 2S9 i ll.SSs 899 J 8.40t 
-a i 
1» Att. animl unit is equal to: one horse, one cov<, four oolts or four calves under one year, 
S0-?^n sheepp or 14 lambs as stated by Sohickele (19S7 p, 358). 
2. Hogs and pigs user© not included. 
Tabid g. 
lumber of Animl Units^ and Aores to Animal Unit Based on 
Total Aex^age of Pasture Operated oa Area®. 
North Area South Area Both Areas t Total t Area 
J Owner t Tenant j Owner 
8 Operators t Operators i Operators 
Tenant 
Operators 
1 Horth 
. Area 
t o^tli 
! Area 
t All 
: Operators 
t sAores s tAeres t sAores 
tKo» of5per sNo. ofsper s Eo.ofjper 
! Animl: Aniwal: Aninal sAnitaal: Animl s Animal 
YeariUnitS jUnit sUnits lUnit sUnits :Unit 
lAores : lAores i tAores : sAores 
Ho, ofiper sHo. ofsper JHO* ofjper JNO« ofjper 
Aniraal i Animl s Animal J Animal s Animl s Aniraal»Animal s Animal 
Units »Unit sUnits sUnit lUnits ;Unit tUnitS :Unit 
June t t I : t i 
1937: 358 i S.74 i 124 i 9.00 t 86 : 4«M 
$ : s ; t 
June t t i t t 
19S8i 299 I 6.02 t X45 s 7.67 i 
s t i : s 
Hot* S i : t S 
193St 440 t 3.66 t 200 i 4.68 s 
s > : : t : : 
170 j 6.0S J 482 t 5.09 j 255 t 5.67 j 7S7 « 5.29 
t 
: 
66 i e«9g 
t 
t 
50 i 5.14 
: 
234 t 5«44 s 444 t 5.1 
t : i 
i i t 
209 i 6.71 I 640 j S.I 
SOO s 5.55 J 744 t 5.75 
258 
t t 
i 6.41 : 8S9 
1. An animal tmit is equal toi one horse, one eow, four oolts or four ©alires under one year^ 
sewn sheep, or 14 lambs as stated by Schickele (1937 p. 358), 
2. Hogs and pigs -were not included. 
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The a-rerage maaber of acres for an aniiml imit on the area -was 5«29 in 
1937, S»7& in 19S8 4»68 in 1939. These data show that the grazir^ 
increased 0,61 acres per animal unit from 1957 to 1SS9. Emrcl and Thoims 
(19S4) published data of a stafvey mde in 1950 in ntxioh thoy found that 
the nmaber of acres used per aninsil unit in this part of the state was 
from two to five acres. If hogs and pigs had been included in Table 5, 
the ntffiiber of acres per an3.ml unit in 19S9 would have bsen 5»5 •sdiich is 
the average nuKfcer of acres fonnd in the 1830 sxrvmy. This would seen to 
indicate that any increased erasing pressure might be detris®ntal to -fes 
•welfare of the pastiire and e-sfsntually to quail en-Tiroament. 
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X. GAME PRilCTICED BY SHE FAHMEES 
Late in Notreratoer, 1935, Watson E. B©©d "began game mnagement work on 
the area -where h© aasd his ^ fs liired as ujeiriers of the ooiamiiity until 
Jme 10, 19SS. During this period he endeawred to secure the cooperation 
of the fanaers, distributed seed and materials to them for use in gasm 
BsanageTasnt practices, and studied bob-Tsrhite enTiroiiMiit. 
Season of 1936. 
D^ar'ing the spring of 19S6, sorghum seed, Korean lespedeza (Lespedega 
stipulaeea) seed, trees, and barbed wire mr& fiimished without cost to 
the farmers to be used to perform designated gau® raanagement practices, 
fhs farsjers on the south area Twere paid ten cents an acre at this tira© to 
put these practices into operation during the crop year of 19S6. 
The writer and his wife beeait® fflerabers of the coiamimity late in August 
of 19S6. One of the first things •sfnich "me done after becomng acquainted 
•raith the fariaers ms to secure a record of the definite bob-^ite mnage-
sent practices that had been perfonasd by each fanser. 
In preparing the data for the tables in this section six far® 
operators had land in both areas were placed in the area in which 
most of their land ms located, fhis placed four in the north area and 
two in the south area and so eliminated ai^ duplication in the treatment 
of the data* During the discussion of the data in this section it is 
important to reiseHtier that l^e fanners in the south area isere paid ten 
'11' 
eents an acre for the years 19S6 aufi 19S7 for practicing gaiae Bsanageraent 
hxxb were not permitted to oharg® for hunting, while those ia the north area 
•were not paid an acreage fee but •were permitted to charge for hunting. 
fhe two mrieties of sorghum gi-ron to the fartrsrs -s^ere black an&er cane 
which my have been Minnesota asiber sorgo, Dakota sn&er sorgo, or laconia 
a^er sorgo, and grohom. Ten poxinds of either mriety were supplied to 
each farmer who desired it t?hich is the amount of seed recoaffiiended to 
plant one acre in rows. An ©mraination of the percentages of the differ­
ent groups in I^ble 6 shows little difference of like groups accepting 
seed* All of the tenants in both areas accepted seed wMle 87 per cent 
of the owner operators in the north area, foTjr per cent laore than those in 
the south area, accepted seed. Sora© faraers disliked gro^3ag sorgh\3m on 
their land becatase it is a soil depleting crop. The percentage of crmer 
operators ia the north area planting seed was 69 which -ms only two per 
seat more than that of each of the other three groups. Bie important part 
of this table from a gasB amnageraent viewpoint is that the seed ms 
planted by aliEost identical percentages of each of the four groups of farm 
oj^ratsrs and t3ie little difference of two per cent mors for the omier 
operator group ms on the north area ifshere the faru^rs were not paid aa 
acreage fee for gassB mnageaent practices on the land. After Jxme IS, the 
1SS6 growing season becaiae veiy unfavorable for the growing and aaturing 
of crops because of the hot diy -Breather and the severe grasshopper 
epidesjie. Sorghuais withstood these adverse conditions the best of any 
crop but on© third of the tenants in each area pleni»d no seed* The 
amer operators on the north area •«^o planted no seed were 19 per cent, 
two more than those ia the south# Hearly equal percentages of like groups 
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that received seed did not plant it. It w&j baire lireoii that soro of the 
operators who mited •until late in the season to plant the seed decided 
not to plant it beoaus© it ms so dry timt th®y knew there was not enough 
top soil moistxire to genainate the seed. 
TiO)!© S. 
Results of Distribxition and Use of Sorghtjm Seed Given Farnssrs 
for Gaiae Manageiaent Praoticee in 19S6 
t 
t 
Sorth Area s 
t 
South ^ ©a 
t Ossner 
Operator 
t Teimnt t 
s Operator s 
Owner 
Operator 
1 Tenant t 
! Operator : 
i 
: lo. 
s Per 
: Cent 
i 
t Ho. 
Per : 
cent t Ho. 
: Per 
s ©ent 
: 
! No. 
Per s 
cent: 
FarE©rs j 
R©<jei'7ing Seed s 14 
t 
t 87 
: 
t 9 
s 
100 s S s 8S 
! 
3 6 100 5 
Z 
Farsters t 
leoei-sing Ho Seed s 2 
t 
s 15 
: 
s 0 
t 
t 
0 t 1 s 17 
s 
: 
s 0 0 : 
i 
Fanners s 
Planting Seed t 11 
t 
s 
! 69 
J 
i 6 
• 
t 
67 i 4 i 87 
s 
t 
i 4 67 t 
farmrs s 
Planting lo Seed t S 
t 
i 19 
t 
s 3 
s 
s 
S3 1 
* 
1 t 17 
$ 
: 
i 2 SS i 
t 
Fields ! 
I&turad Seed s 7 
1 
t 
t 4g 
m 
s 
3 S 33 s 3 i 50 
t 
s 
{ S SO ! 
t 
Fields t 
Bartly M&tnred Seeds 5 
3 
: 
i 19 
t 
t 0 
s 
i 
0 : 0 : 0 
s 
t 
t 0 0 t 
Fields : 
staring: lo Seed 4 1 
3 
t 
f 6 
! 
3 
I 5 
s 
t 
SS s 1 : 17 
s 
: 
! 1 17 s 
The ad-srers© oortditions pre-sented the sor^uias from mturing the -Qsual 
qiaantities of good quality seed although they developed tnoderat© amownts of 
forage. Since SOE® livestock losses resujted from eating the sorghum •a^iil© 
the hydroeyanio acid content •Has high, son® fanaers cut the sorghum for 
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fodder tshen only a little seed had mtux«d. SiJie® thiss ms practically 
the only food for livestock this season, only the shattered heads were left 
in -t^© fields. Only a very few fartosrs left ©ven smll quantities of seed 
acceesiljle to the bob-ifafhit©. 
The cost of the seed planted and not planted by the foiir groups of land 
operators is analyzed ia Table 7, 
fable 7. 
Cost of Sorghum Seed Giwii Fartners for G&m Msxi&^mnt 
Practioes in 1936 
« Morit Area South Area ' 
t 
t Owner Tenant Osmer Tenant : 
J Opearator Operator Oi»r&tor Operator : 
Ave* Cost of 10 lbs. i : 
of Seed Per Faraier t $ .SS s 1 .39 1 .59 1 .39 s 
Cost of Seed 
• • 
: 
« 
s 
Planted by Fanaars t 4.25 2.S4 1.S6 1,S6 J 
Cost of Seed 
s 
s 
• t 
: 
lot Planted by farmrs s 1.17 1,17 .S9 .78 J 
Total Cost 
t 
: 
• 
s 
3 
£ 
of Seed i 5.46 t S.Sl 1.96 2.34 s 
Korean Siespedeaa ms the Tariety of legu®© selected as "idi® best for 
this locality, Oae bushel was sapplied eaeh famer -Rho desired it wbieh 
wotild seed from two to twsntjf acres depejidiag upon the aethod and purpose 
of seeding as reoossmended by ?iet®r® (1SS9). l^spedesa seed was secured 
by 81 per cent of mmsr operators in th© north area isfcile 100 per eeat of 
eaeh of the other three groups secured seed (fable 8). The percentage of 
mrmr operators ia the north area planting seed was 69 and of tenants «as 
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oaljr two per cent less. The pereeatage of osmer opemtors in the south 
area ms 85 but all of the teimnts planted seed. 
Table 8. 
Hesults of Distribution and Use of Lespedoaa Seed GiTen Fanners 
for Gata® Management Practices in 19S6 
North Area South Area 
: 
Omer 
Operator 
i Tenant 
1 Operator 
Osner 
Operator 
t Tenant t 
t Operator t 
{ Ber 
J ©exit 
t 
t Ko« 
s Per 
s cent So. 
1 rter 
J cent 
: 
! Ho« 
Per 8 
cent t 
Farasars 
Reoeiving Seed IS 
: 
i 81 
t 
: 9 
I 
8 100 6 
I 
5 100 
: 
1 6 
: 
100 s 
Farmers 
Receiving lo Seed 3 : 19 t 0 
t 
s 0 0 
» 
t 
! 0 
J 
: 0 
t 
0 J 
Farsers 
Plasating Seed 11 
t 
t 69 
t 
J 6 s 6? S 
: 
t 8S 
s 
i 
t € 
i 
100 t 
Farijffisrs 
Planting lo Seed S 
t 
: IS 
: 
s S 
: 
s SS 1 
3 
: 17 J 0 
t 
0 i 
Fields 
Mat-ared Seed 3 
: 
s 19 
I 
t 
I S 
S 
t S3 0 
* 
: 
t 0 
t 
t 
s 1 
t 
i 
17 s 
Fields 
Eartly ^ tmred Seed Z 
i 
t 15 
: 
» 1 
t 
s 
s 11 2 
I 
s 53 
z 
: 
i 2 
s 
t 
SS 1 
Fields 
liatuilng: lo ^ ed 6 
t 
t 
s SS 
s 
1 
s Z 
V 
t 
s 22 3 
s 
: 
J 50 
s 
: 
i 3 
t 
i 
50 J 
Apparently th© success of the lespsdeza in mtarijig seed ms raateri-
ally influenced by thfl tijise at -which it ms planted, by climtic eoRditions 
aad by the grasshopper epidesdo beeaase so Bsish of the seed did not mture* 
Siac© this legtan® is an amual, the mtwing of seed by any iadiiddual 
plant wBtk&s it possible for eaeh plant to be th© center of f-urther spread 
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of this iirtroduoed speeies which is considered with s«oh fa-tror by soil 
eonsermtionists aad garn© managers. 
fh© nusib®r of farms on -sfeich lespedeza iraatured seed ms smsill and as 
a result th® first year's ixitrodijction of this plant -^as of little prmoti-
eal benefit to th® bob«-Kaiite, 
The oost of lespedeza seed planted and not planted has been analyzed 
in Tabl# 9. 
!Mble 9. 
Cost of Leaped©m Seed Qi-mxi f&nssrs for G&w& iSSanagejaBst 
i^aoticee in 19SS 
Sorfch Area 
Owner t Tenant 
Operator t Operator 
South Area 
Owner 
Operator 
Tenaxit t 
Operator 
Cost of 1 Bushel of 
Seed per Farsisr 
Cost of Seed 
Planted by Fawssrs 
Cost of Seed 5 
Sot Fitted by Farraers 
Total Cost 
of Seed 
I 2.5 
27,50 
5.00 
32.50 
I 2.50 
15«00 
7. SO 
22.S0 
I 2«S0 
12. §0 
2.50 
15.00 
I 2*50 
15.00 
0.00 
15.00 
Th® Clark~Melaiy GooperatiTO Hnrsery opcarated by th© Departraent of 
Forestry, lossa State College end the Consermtion Coimaissioii dojmted. 5,175 
trees ^ Izh. iser© trucked to the area lay 5, 19S6. Th© speoies and aumfcer 
of trees -©eres red pin© (Fiatis resinosa) 2275, western yellow pin© (Piaus 
peaderosa) 1500, Scotch pirn (Piaus sylvestris) SSO, ;Jaok pia® (Pinus 
baakaiam) 250, Chiaess elm (Ulsnis pumila,) 100, and osage ©range (laolura 
goaxfera) 100. Siey ranged farom 12 to 20 iiiohes in hei^t. The trees -mre 
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well -fcalcen care of arsd t?ere distributed to the farmers isfho set most of them 
out in the next few days. As far as is known no special iiistruotions were 
given for the setting of these trees, except that -fchey were to be placed 
along gullies, ditches and hillsides to assist in controlling rapidly 
eroding places and to proiride coirer for gaii©. Sorae of the farsiers isere 
very careful in their csre of the young trees. They d-ug rather large holes 
for the trees and tised •water -shen setting them. Generally speaking, the 
season -aras qi'-ite moist during April, l&y, and J'one but the last of Jxme 
the temperature became abnorms-lly high accoffipanisd by hot dry southwest 
winds. The trees were not affected by the grasshopper epidemic but only 
three trees of all those planted stirTived the long continued high tempera­
tures and dry liyinds during the last half of Jane, July, August, and the 
first half of Septejriber. 'Ihese three had died by spring, 1937. The per­
centage of owner operators in the north area setting trees ms 62, 18 more 
than the tenants {Table 10). In the south area 50 per cent of both owner 
and tenant operators planted tress. Even -with these adverse results the 
farm operators in Decesiber, 1936, expressing their desire to attempt 
growing trees on their lands in 1937 showed an increase of approximately 
20 per cent in each group of operators except the owners in the south area, 
only 50 per cent of TfHiors-p the easse as irj, 1SS6 indicated they •sdshed to try 
again. 
Sine© the trees -were donated, the only cost ms for the trans­
portation, |19«60. 
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fable 10. 
Trees Given Farmers for Gas® l^zjageitsnt Practiees in 
19S6 and frees Desired by Farmsrs in 193? 
lorth Area South Area 
OmnsT t Temst t Oataer s Tenant 
Operators t Operators ; Operators ? Operators 
Per ft • s Per t J Per ! Per s 
Season 19SS M0» cent t lo. t eent ! Ho. 5 cent lo. cent t 
Farsjsrs t •t : t • • 
leoeiving frees * « 10 62 t 4 ! M t S ; SO 3 50 s 
t : t 1 
Farmers it t • : : 
Receiving no frees ) 6 38 t B i 56 S : 60 S 50 s 
t t : t : 
Farmers t i s t 
Setting out Trees : 10 62 t 4 s 44 : s : 60 S 50 1 
: t t t i 
W & r m s  on -stiioh : t  $ t  : 
frees Liired^. : 0 0 : 0 ! 0 « 0 t 0 0 0 ! 
Spring 1937 » * ; : 
Parsers : t : s s 
Besiring frees 3 15 81 • * 6 J 67 ! s t  50 4 67 J 
: : : : s  
Famaers : s t  t I  
Desiring no frees • • S 19 i  Z  z  SS « « s t  SO 2 SS : 
i» Oaly three trees on oae farm li-s^d throngh ths sinaR^r and 
these -mre dead by spring 1SS7. 
M.V0Stook on the area -mre partially responsible for the eoatinued 
active erosioa and spread of ditches and gtsllies. Th© stock in th© 
pasti^res -which eontained gullies mde paths mrj close to thsir edges. 
After rains th© stock mlted along these ^ ths, their wei^t freQ.uejitly 
pushed parts of these softesed edges into the eroded part, fhis preTejit®d 
these edges from beeomizig securely anchored "by Tegetation and thus stopping 
further spread of the eroding area. More soil ms pushed tossards ditch and 
gully bottoms as stock trampled their sides and imsy plants growir^ is th© 
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loose soil of their sides were p«lled up by the roots ii?hen they were 
cropped. This not onlj' ©xposed the soil to oontimied erosion but destroyed 
protectiTre plants which had becoB® partially established and isade it neces­
sary for others to grow and becoTae established before they could begin to 
replace the protection begua earlier. 
la azi attempt to control this eause of erosion and to hasten the 
establishii^iit of a proteotiT© cover •which -woiild also benefit qmil, 
barbed wire •was provided each farmer -who Mshed to esolos© a part of sam 
ditch or gully. They were also asked to feaee om minter feeding s-fcatioa 
for bob-^iite against stock. The peroen'b&ge of different operator group® 
rAio recei-^-Qcl •wire ranged from a low of 22 for tenants on the north area to 
a hi^i of 8S for temnts on the soirfch area (fable 11). Less than oae third 
of those recei-vlng -wire used it for the designated purposes, aiid -very 
little ms used in any other -esay. Tenants on the aorth area used none of 
it while SO per cent of those in the south area mde some use of it» 
Only 12 per ceut of the omers on the north area ®ad© any vise of it ^lil® 
17 pej- cent of those on the south area sade sotas use of it. 
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Table 11. 
Hesijlts of Distribution and ITse of lUire GITOH Farmers 
for Gam l&aageiseat Practioes in 1936 
i 
: 
Horth Area I 
: 
South Area, : 
: 
{ OmsT Tenant s Oaa aer : fenazit : 
: Opej^tor Operator s Operator s Ooerator : 
« 
• t Per Per J : Per i Per J 
t Ho. i cent lo. cent ! Ho, s cent i So» eent t 
Farmer® s t } s i 
RaceiTisig Wire : 
» 
8 i 
• 
50 2 22 £ 4 s 67 t 5 
« 
83 : 
m 
Parsers s 
« 
: 3 
• 
$ 
• 
: 
» 
s 
Heceiiring no Y^ire j 8 SO 7 78 J 2 s SS i 1 17 s 
t 
Spools : 
« 
i 
• 
t 
* 
: 
• 
of Wire HseeiTed i El s 8 s 8 t J 11 : 
t 
Fanners : 
« 
: 
s 
: 
* 
S 
i 
: 
e 
s 
Using Wir© s 2 t 12 0 0 » 1 
* 
s 17 t S 50 s 
« 
Farmers s 
t 
t t 
t 
i 
s 
• « 
X 
t 
Using Ho Wir© s 6 i S8 2 g2 t s ; 50 t 2 SS S 
* t 
Spools I 
s 
s 
• 
£ 
! 
: 
• 
t i 
of Wir© Used j Z : 0 i I t i S t 
t 
Spools s 
} 
5 
1 
» 
• 
$ 
t 
s 
; 
s 
: 
t 
i 
of Wire lot U d^ j 19 t 8 t 7 t J 8 t 
The cost of barbed -wire used and not used by the farmers has "been 
analyzed in Table 12. 
fable 12. 
Cost of Wire Giv©a Farmers for Gara© Maaagejs^irfc 
Praotices in 1936 
Sorth Area : 
t 
Soirbh Area 
OmBT s Tenant s Owner t tenant g 
Operators t Operators m p Operators s Operators t 
Cost of Wire t s t i 
per Spool # S»©5 t # 3.05 
«' 
t 
« 
$ s.os t 
m 
1 S.05 t 
• 
Cost of Wire 
« 
: 
i 
m 
X-
i • 
: 
Used per Farraer S.OS 5 0,00 s 3.05 : 3.05 s 
Cost of l?ire 
t 
: 
2 
« 
• 
• s 
Not Used per Fsi^raer 8.66 t 12.20 • 
jf 
7.12 : 12.20 t 
Cost of Wire 
s 
t 
« 
s  
t 
: 
t 
t 
Used by Farraers 6.10 t 0«00 t 3,05 : 
f t  
9.15 ! 
Cost of Wire 
t 
i 
t 
i 
• 
; I 
Hot Used by Farmers 5?.9S s 24*40 s E1.S5 24*40 t  
fofeil Cost 
t 
t  
m 
t 
t  
: 
t  
s 
OF Wire 64.0S s 24.40 3  S4*40 t SS.55 1 
A stoffli&ry of each of the gaiae jmnagensent praotiees performed by the 
fartBers is presented in fable 1S» SeTOral farraers are counted more timn 
ome sinoe they practiced two or more types of gair® aanagenjento Each of 
tiso tenants on the south area performed four different types of gaise 
mnageiaent. They planted lespedem* sorghsam, feaoed a feeding station or 
eroding ditch, and oonstrueted a feeding statim. Isoh of several Ofsmers 
and tenants on both areas performd three practices, the laost frequent 
combination being, the setting of trees, sowing lepedeaa, aad planting 
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sor^um. 
Tabl0 IS. 
Bxmmry of Gfeune Manageffleat Practiees Performed by 
Farmers in 1936 
lortii Area * South Area 
? 
I O m m v  t  Tejmnt } Owner s fen&at ; 
8 Operators ? Operators ? Operators t Operators ; 
s Ber • « t Ber t » • Per : Per 
s So» cent i « o t cent t • 
o
 t eexrfc Ko. i cent : 
Planted Sor^ttm s 11 69 i 6 « « 67 i 4 t 67 4 t 67 s 
s s : t * « i 
Planted Lesped©as i 11 69 t 6 : 67 s  5 : 83 6 • • 100 8 
t t : t  : ft • 
Set out Trees $ 10 6 2  t 4 : 44 t S : SO 3 ; 50 J 
Fenced Ditch or : : s i ; • « 
Feeding Station s z 15 : 0 1 0 * * 1 s  17 3 i 50 s 
Constructed s : i t t  i 
Peedinp; Station 1 1 6  « » 0 « « 0 1 2 i S3 2 • • S3 : 
fhe owner operators on both areas wsra eqmlly cooperative in plantii]^ 
sorghum, l©spe<i®m, aad trees in that an average of 67 per cent of them 
performed these practices. These sain© practiass v?ere perfomrsd by an 
ftTrerag© of S9 per cent of the teijaat operators on the jiorth area and 72 
l®r oent oa the south area, a difference of IS per cent in favor of the 
tenants on -Kie south area, eompartng the average peroenbage of osmer 
operators on the fc®o areas mth the awrage percentage of the tenant 
operators they were 67 to 65«5 or a difference of only 1*5 per cent ia 
favor of the owners -sSiioh because of this slight differene© is not con­
sidered signifieaat. Comparing the average percentage of all operators 
on th© north area with those on the sosth they were 6S to 69»5 or a 
difference of 6*S in favor of the soath area. 
IThe psyrasnt of an acreage fee for the performance of mnagoiaent 
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practices apparently mde no difference -sith the ownsr operators as to th© 
amount of garae Hamgeiaest practiced. The reeeiTing of an acreage fee did 
S6©m. to infltieao© IS per cent more of the tenant operators in the south 
area to practice game mnageiaertt than those in the north area. The pay­
ment of an acreage fee did seem to influence an average of 6.5 more of all 
the operators on the south area to perform these practices. 
The practices of fencing a ditch or feeding station and coastrticting 
a feeding station were done by only seven different farm operators of the 
S? on both areas. fWo of the seven -were owner dperators on the north area^ 
two were owner operators on the south area and three "were tenant operators 
on the south area. Averaging the percentages of those performing these 
practices, 9«5 per cent of the osner operators perforK®d them while no 
tenants did them. In th© south area the average of the percentage of 
owner operators -srho performed these practices 25 per cent while it 
ms 41»5 for the tenants. Comparing the average percentages of owner 
operators on the t¥fo areas -with the average pereentages of tenant oper­
ators they -were 17«5 per cent to 20«76 or a difference of S»5 in favor of 
the tenants. Comparing the average percentages of all operators on the 
north area ^ ith those on th© south area they were 4«75 per cent to 3S»25 or 
a difference of 28»5 per eent in favor of the operators on the south area. 
The payment of an acreage fee did seem to influence an average of 28.5 
per cent laore of the operators on the south area than on "ttie north area 
to perform these practises. 
Part or all of th© agricultural practices of planting sorghm, 
lespedssa, and trees -Rfere perfo^nrod by SO of the 37 operators on hoth 
areas while fencing ditches or feeding stations and building a feeding 
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station were performd by only seven of the S7 operators. 
A sumraary of the farti^rs perfonning game manageTuent practices is 
presented in Table 14. lo fanner, either owner or tenant operator, on 
either the north area or south area performed all the designated garae 
Hjanagement practiees. In the north area 75 per cent of the oimer 
operators and 8 per oeat less of the tenants perfonned part of the g&im 
it^nagejsent practioes. In the south area 100 per cent of both oisner and 
teiMmt operators performed part of the practices. In the south area 100 
per cent of both owner and tenant operators perfoi*aed part of the prao-
tioes, lo game mmgement practices iser© reported by four owner and 
tiiree tenant operators on the north area. 
Table 14. 
Suinmary of Farraers Performing Game Manageicent Practices 
in 19S6 
Horth Area 
: 
3 South Area 
Osmer Temnt J Omer t Tenant t 
Operators Operators s Operators t Operators s 
t Per i Per : 8 Per : t Per t 
No. cent lo. i cent 1 Ho. : cent I Ho. : cent j 
Farmers Performing; • • : : t : $ s 
All Pracsticee s 0 0 0 i 0 i 0 I 0 s 0 : 0 t 
itoiers Perforadngs 
i 
t 
I 
t 
s 
t t 
t 
£ 
S t 
: 2 
Bart of Practioes i 12 s 7S 6 t 67 t 6 t 100 I 6 J 100 1 
Fan^rs Barfonsingt 
« 
t 
t 
i 
s 
t 
s 
3 
t t 
t 3 
Ho Practices t 4 t 25 S i 5S t 0 t 0 ! 0 t 0 s 
fotal : 16 
t 
t 100 9 
i 
t 100 
s 
t B t 100 3 6 
t S 
! 100 s 
A comparison of the arerage perceatages of all operators psrfortning 
part of the practices shows 71 per oeat for the oparators on the north area 
to 100 per cent for those on the south, or a differoaee of 29 per oent in 
favor of the latter. Apparently the operators on the south area who isere 
paid an aoreag® fee •sere influenced to perform more of the game iaamg©it»nt 
practices than those on th© north area, who were not paid. 
Til© game aanagsraent practices performed by the four groups of operators 
in 1935, may he siam-marized thus: apparently the payment of aa aoreage fee 
secijred a partial cooperation by 100 per cent of both owner aiai tenant 
oper«,tors in the south area, on which an acreage fee was paid, against a 
eooperation of 75 per cent of oy/ner operators and 67 per cent of tenant 
operators in the north area, on vfhich no acreage fee ms paid. 
The costs for 19S6 of all gaia© mnagemnt practices including the 
acreage fee of ten cents per acre paid the operators in the south area 
haire been evummrized in Table 15. tfhen th© sura of the amount expended on 
each type of land opemtion in each area is reduced to an acre basis fair 
comparisons are possible. In the south area owner and tenant operators 
received an average of 1S.S4 cents an acre to perfora recotnB®nded gam 
!3anageB®nt pjractices while in the north area the san® operators received 
an average of S«47 cents an acre, a difference of 9.87 cents an acre in 
favor of sotith area operators. As shown in Tables 13 and 14, a larger 
percentage of operators on the south area than those on the north area 
cooperated in manageraent but the difference Twas far frota proportionate 
to the difference in the amount of payiaent per acre. 
Table 15• 
Suimmry of Costs of Gans© Management Pmotices 
North Area 1 South Area s 
t 
Total ; 
Area s 
: Onner : Temut 
t Operator s Operator 
Owner and 
Tenant Operators 
Owner s Tenant s Owner and t  All i 
Operators Operatorj Tenant 0pe>rators: Operators s 
Cost of Sorghum t$ 5«46 
t 
t i  ^ S.51 # 8,97 # 1.95 M 
3 
1 2.34 i$ 4.2!9 
i 
«< 
J 
1 13.26 J 
Coat of Lespedeza i  3S.50 1 22.50 55.00 
t  
15.00 : 
t 
15.00 1 SO. 00 
t  
t  85.00 t  
Cost of Wir® t 64.05 
» 
1 24.40 88.45 
t  
24.40 s 
t  
33.55 i 67.95 
» 
i 
I  
146.40 J 
Cost of Lanid Sental t 0.00 
1 
: 0.00 0.00 
t 
109.00 1 188.40 s 297.4iO 
i 
t 
) 
297.40 8 
Cost of Trees : 6.07 
* 
: S.97 12.04 
t 
2.77 « 
t 
4.79 8 7.56 
t  
t 19.60 t  
Total Cost of Items J 102.01 
s 
t 
t  
t  
50.41 15S.42 
s 
150.35 » 
! 
.1404 i  
S 
239.S9 ] 389.e4 
t  
t  
• 
561.66 : 
Cost per Aor© t  .0445 .OSgg .0347 •1295 s .1334 t  
s  
t 
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Garas mnagejnsat isas contirmed by SOB® fasrajers during the severe 
•sister of 1936-1937. Two fam^rs reported taking feed to the field for the 
quail and one of these ms sure that the quail used the feed left in 
thickets for them. Five other fans^rs repoirfeed they threw out feed to the 
quail when they can® to the farmsteads. One farmer left shocked gr<dioiaa 
standing in the field and two farmers had shocked corn in the field. On© 
fanner stored his com fodder in a woodlot in •which quail war© known to b® 
•wintering. Four other f&rmrs put up fire shelter stations of sorglsiaa. 
Season of 1937 
When the isriter returned to the area, March 29, 19S7, plans for the 
specific game aaaageiaent practices for this year were explained to each 
fam^r. Sinoe the farasrs on the north area had often requested that 
they be paid an acreage fee the sans as those on the south area, the 
plans for this year included -fee north area. Both areas ^ re to be 
operated the saine as during 1936 except the farmers in the north area as 
Tsell as those in the south area -were to be paid ten cents an acre for 
practicing gaiaa managessnt. In order to qualify for this fee each faraer 
ms to do the following s 
!• Grow soBie gait® food orop of at least one-fourth acre in a 
location near good cover, the food pateh to be fenced against stock and 
loft for game. 
S. To fence one eroding ditch against stock. 
The farmers mre told that their farms isould be checked in October to see 
if they had complied with the requirerasnts before they -would be paid the 
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aere&ge fee. 
As the -writer called oa each farmer he satisfied himself that each on® 
tmderstood the game management practices that he isas expected to do« After-
mrds the writer did not in any direct raarmer order or request that the 
projttises to fulfil the two irequireTOiits be sset. But as he went arouad the 
area and obserred that a fanaer was slow in coraplying lidth the promises, 
he tactfully entered into conversation -si^ hiia and called his attention to 
the fine food j®.teh a f&rmr was planting or the fencing of a gaily by 
another farmer« At no time -was any fanaer "sesed about the sitmtion or 
argumentati-TO abowt the problem. Some excuse -was given for delaying the 
fulfilsnsnt of the requirement* The -efriter ms always received courte­
ously and the partings were alimys friendly. 
The year 19S7 ms more farorable to the fanners on the area than the 
two previous years in that increased rainfall at the proper tias aided in 
deTeloping an abundance of forage and good crops of cereals. Conse­
quently it fidght h@ expected that a larger nusaber than during either of 
•til© two previous years would be in an economic condition as well as a 
fairorable fraa» of mind to cariy out more of the practices reeoisnended 
for s&m •mn&gemnto 
Late in the suasser -fche faraers in the north area Tsrere told that no 
furwSe ^re a^milable to pay idiem the acreage fee which -bhey had been 
promised. It is impossible to detersane the effect that this projaiise 
upon the ^tsae wmmg&mnt practiees in the north aremm 
On the entire ai«a (fable 16) only two of the 37 operators per-
forrawl all of t^e px^ctioes aM 21 did not carry out ax^ of the reooia-
lasaded pr&otices. She tiso t^o carried out all of th® practices -were 
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tenaiit operators on the south area. In the north area 47 per cent of the 
owner operators Rnd 10 per cent less of the tenants perfori!®d part of the 
gBTne mmgeiBent practices. In. the south area 20 per cent of th® owner 
opsirators and 8.5 per oent more of the tenant operators performed part of 
the designated gajne mnageTnent practices. 
Of the owner operators ia the north ajrea, 47 per cent perforined part 
of the practices, as corapared mth 20 per cent of those in th© south area, 
a difference of 27 per cent in favor of the north area. Likewise, of the 
tenant operators in the north area, S7 per cent perforitffid part of the 
practices, as compared mth 28.5 per cent of those in t?ie south area, a 
difference of 8.5 per cent in favor of the north area. 
fable 16. 
Siaamary of Farmers Performing Gajae liamgement 
Practices in 1937 
Horth Area * South Area * 
: ; 
Osmer t fenant : Owner j Tenant i 
Operators s Opei^tors s Operators s Operators s 
J Bar ; J Bar t  t  Per j j Per i  
No. !  cent s  Ho. j cent s So, ; cent t Ho. i cent j 
Fanners Performing 
All Practices 
Farmers Perforniing 
Part of Practices 
FansierB Fferforoing 
lo Practices 
Total 
: : : t  s  t t  t  
O s  OtO} Ot Os 0:2s 28.5 s 
I £ : : : : : i  
! i : : t : : : 
8 J 47 ! S s S7 ! 1 J 20 J 2 s 28.5 : 
t t t t t : } : 
t  i t  :  :  i t  3  
S  i & S  : S : 6 S  s  4 :  8 0  : S  :  4 5 * 0  :  
: it : : : : : 
17 s 100 s 8 : 100 s S t 100 { 7 s lOO.Oi 
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Coffiparing •fcho average pereeat&ges of all operators performing all or 
part of the gaijse Baaageiiisat practices on th© north area •with those on the 
Bouth area they -were 42 per csat to S8»5 or a difference of S»5 per cent 
in faror of t-h© operators on the north area. 
I'hen the data in Tables 14 and 16 are compared, they show a decided 
deereas© in the percentages of the four groups of operators iserformiiag 
part or all of the designated game Tmnag65i®nt practicef for the year 1957. 
But this is not a reliable comparison because only one of the desigmted 
practioes ms the sanse 19S6 as ia 1957, that isas the fencing of an eroding 
ditch or gulley» 
fhe food patches planted in 19S? imtured an ahmdaace of food 
(Fig. 29) and three ovsner operators arsS three teimnts on the north area 
and one oroaer operator and three tsnants on the south area left them 
standing ia the fields for qimil food. Most of the food patches -were 
protected from the stock by not permitting them to graze ia the fields 
in ^ hioh th© patches wre located. One field of soj beans (Pig. SO) ms 
fenced to protest it from livestock* When sor^vsm stalks froze sxtf-
fioieatly, they beat or brot© over about 1«5 to 2.5 feet abo-ro the groiuad 
(Fig. SI) and fell in -rorious directions forsdag almost a solid mt or 
roof. It would seem that these mts might act as a possible shelter atsd 
food supply for q«ail. Only two eroding ditches -sjere fenced (Pigs. S2 
&M SS) dxirijag 1£S7* later when temats "srere changed, ^ rch, 1S38, both 
fenceB were remored. 
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Fig. 29. Sorghum food patch 
Fig. 30. Soy bean food patch 
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Fig. SI. Frozen 8or^«m stalks 
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Fig. 32. Fenced diteh 
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Data of other suall fields of agricultural crops which •were planted 
during 1937 and might have been of SOH® benefit to quail are presented 
in Table 17. 'Shis table includes the food patches planted especially for 
quail. In some of the 21 fields not planted specifically for quail sorae 
food was left in the fields for them» Soae soy beans and sor^um iwere 
left shocked in the fields and some willet (Fig, S4I:) and sorghum were 
left standing to provide food for the bob-^hit®. 
Fig* S4. Field of Millet 
T&bU 17 
Oftmr Operator 
Mortb Area : South Area a' B 
No. Size l^LBge Total s lo. Size Bange s  Total • No. t S 
Crop of of Fields So. of : of of Fields t Ho.of « of i  d 
Tear Fields la Acres Aeres ; Fields in Acres t Acres s Fields t  i 
Sor^uia t : ; t  
1927 7 i- 6 } Z  5-10 15 t  7 t  
ms 5 1-10 23 s 2  1 : 2 i  •  6 : 
1939 4 1 - 9  13 : 0 0 : 0 i 3 t 
Millet : i 5^ t 
19S7 2 5 - 6  11 s 1 5 t 5 0 t  
1S38 0 0 0 0 0 s 0 : 1 t 
19S8 0 0 0 : 0 0 t 0 0 : 
Alfalfa : : t  
1937 2 5-15 20 : I 4 ; 4 .« 0 • 
1958 1 15 15 : 1 2 : 2 s 0 t 
1939 2 10 - 15 25 • » 1 3 s 3 i  1 s 
Lespedeza t t  It 
19S7 0 0 0 0 0 : 0 « • ; 0 : 
19S8 0 0 0 • * 0 0 3 0 i  0 t  
1939 4 5-16 35 1 1 10 t 10 :! 4 t 
S<^ beaas : i : i  
1957 S 4 - 8  16 ! 0 0 ! 0 : 0 i 
19S8 6 1-10 27 t 0 0 t 0 »• 1 i  
1939 @ 2-10 23 * a 1 4 s  4 J 0 3 
Sweet clowr i i »' • 1 
1937 0 0 0 s  0 0 s 0 i  3 t 
1938 2 6-14 20 s  0 0 i  0 t ' i  2 t  
1939 7 4-12 49 t  1 2 t 2 : 1 i 
Pallosf i ! % t 
1937 1 10 10 t 1 8 t 8 t': 0 i 
1938 0 0 0 i 1 12 ! 12 • i • 2 t 
1939 3 5-34 57 t 1 10 t 10 S: 2 f 
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Tatl© i7» Amlyeis of Sor^um, Millet, Legusiss and P&llow Fields 
femiri; Opemtor Total Ope 
Sori^ Area South Area Kortli Area 
ito« t 
&i i 
Fi©ld« s 
SiKB Bange 
ef PieMs 
in Acres 
s Total 
t So,of 
Acres 
Io< t 
of t 
Fields : 
Sise Hange 
of Fields 
in Acres 
s Total 
s No.of 
i Acres 
So, 
of 
Fields 
Siso Sange s total 
of Fields s Ho.of 
in Acres t Aeres 
s t t 4 • : 
1§ » • 7 t f-7 25 s 7 
« 
« ^ - 10 j3S 3/4 14 A « 4 7 4^ 5 
2 6 t- 10 SO t 5 s 1 - 20 i 46 7 1 - 10 t 25 ! 1 
0 S s S - 10 19 i S s 1 - 5  !  9  4 1 - 9 s IS * 
9 { 1 i t : t • 
5 : 0 s 0 s 0 • • 0 t 0 0 : 2 5 - 6 11 ; 
0 « 1 i 5 i 5 i 0 i 0 0 s 1 5 s 5 • 
0 • "1 . 0 t 0 J 0 t 0 s 0 0 J 0 0 0 
3 t i i 
4 : 0 : 0 0 I 0 * • 0 0 2 5 - 15 20 ; 
2 « 0 t 0 0 : 1 i 2 2 1 IS 15 -
3 « 1 * « 10 J 10 • • 2 • • 4-26 t SO 5 10 - 15 S5 : 
• t « » t t 
0 « « 0 ! 0 ! 0 • • 0 I 0 0 0 0 : 0 * 
0 0 X 0 0 : 0 » • 0 0 s 0 0 0 J 
10 3. 4 t s - so 46 i 3 t 2-10 19 s 8 s - SO 81 J 
• 
• 4 4 1 * • i s : 
0 J 0 : 0 s 0 • « 1 « 2 : 2 : S 4 - 8 16 * 
0 • * 1 s 4 4 • » 1 • » 20 ! 20 J 7 1 - 10 51 
4 : 0 0 0 t 1 • 9 t 9 s S 2 - 10 23 J 
0 
« 
tt 0 
» 
s 0 
4 
0 
t 
» 
» 0 
• 
• 
• 
« 
• 
0 
: 
0 s 0 0 0 s 
0 s 2 t S - 4 I 7 : 0 J 0 0 4 3 - 14 J 27 » » 
s ; I } 10 10 • • 1 « 18 18 : 8 4 - 12 J 59 » 
8 * » 0 t 0 0 
i 
t s « 22 - 80 
• 
127 i 1 10 
t 
t 10 
9' 
«' 
« 
12 • • a t 12 - 2S J S7 : 0 i 0 0 s 2 12 - 25 s 37 5 
10 J a t S J 10 t 3 • • 6-20 36 5 5 — 34 : 67 5 
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»a. Millet, Legtmses and Fallow Fields 
Operator Total Qpeirators 
South Area Horth Arsa South Area 
No. i Size fiange s Total j lo. Si20 Bang© : fotal i Ho. Si2® Bang© s Total 
Fifties 1 in Ac-*es 5 Acrss : Fislds XU % ja,G3r©S 4 JbAA XiW d. V ii> i A 
}  !  t  
7 : ^ - 10 jSS S/4 « 14 
5s 1 ~ 20 s 46 : 7 
3  s  1 - 6  9  s  4  .  
: ; s s 5 
I - 7 s 4^ J 9 s T - 10 s 48 S/4s 
1 - 10 ; 25 J 11 s 1 - 20 ! 76 s 
1-9 s 13 s 6 : 1-10 t 28 s 
i  t  s  
0 s 0 : 0 : 2 
0 J 0 s 0 J 1 
0 ! 0 s 0 t 0 
5 — 6 
5 
0 
:  t  
1 11 : 1 : 5 
5 : 0 s  0  
0 :! 0 J 0 
5 j 
0 s 
0 s 
t  i  i  t  
0  t  0 J O J 2: 5-15 
1 : 2 ; 2 ! 1 : 15 
2 J 4 - 26 i 30 : 3 i 10 - 16 -
20 : 1 
15 ; 2 
35 : S 
4 
2 
3-26 
4 s 
4 s 
33 
s : s 
0 I 0 s 0 s 0 
0 I 0 s 0 s 0 
S : 2 ~ 10 s 19 s 8 
0 
0 
S - SO 
0 ; 0 
0 .i 0 
81 s 4 
0 
0 
2-10 
0 
0 s 
29 
i  t t  
It 2 s 2 s 3 
Is 20 $ 20 1 7 
Is S s 9 s 5 
4 - 8  
1-10 
2-10 
16 ; 1 
31 t 1 ' 
23 s 2 
2 
20 
4 - 9  
2 
20 
13 
S t  i  
0 ! 0 J 0 1 0 
0 1 0 I 0 ; 4 
Is 18 : 18 s 8 
0 
S - 14 
4-12 
; J s 
0 : 0 s  0  s  0  
E 27 ! 0 : 0 : 0 : 
59 : 2 s 2 - 18 : 20 s 
s • s 
S s 22 - 80 s 127 s 1 
0 s 0 : 0 : 2 
3 s 6 " SO s 36 : 6 
s : J 
10 i 10 s 4 ; 8 - SO 
12 - 25 s 37 i I s 12 
5 - 34 : 67 : 4 t 10-20 
: 
135 s 
12 : 
46 s 
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The -»Ttinter of 1SS7-19S8 ms so open and mid aad mtiire foods and 
ouitiTated gi'aias xiere so plentiful that feeding of quail was not neces-
SSiTJ, 
Seasons of 1938 esd 19S9 
lotice of the diseontiriuaace of th,e acre fee ms given early in 
19S8, although fch® two areas iser© to continue as experirsestal bob-whit© 
areas* ObserTOtions aad colleotiGn of data on gam •maiia{;05ieiit practices 
by the fanners sontintjsd through February, 1940 although less intensively, 
Tlie fields of crops for 1937, 1SS8 arid 19SS Tshich might be favorable to 
the bob-^it© •were presented in Table 17, A susE^ary of this table is 
presented in Table 18» The eotabined total number of fields of sorghtim, 
legpedeza, soy b©ass and millet for these years ars 30, 27, and 29, 
fhe nuraber of sorgbus fields dropped frora 23 in 1BS7 to 10 in 19S9« 
"This decrease -my be attributed directly to tJie laok of its continued 
emphasis for gase food purposes. The first lespedeza fields reported 
•were 12 in i9S9 containing 110 acres of this desirable plant which is 
reooJUffleEided for soil building, erosion control and quail food. Th© dis-
oontinuaaoe of th® grcmlng of laillet and th© increase of soy beans ssay 
be due to ohanc© selection on the part of the farmer for soi^ crop to 
laeet the qtmlifioations to receitre soil benefit pa.>TBents imder the 
pro-gisioas of th© United States Agricultural Adjustiaant Maini strati on* 
fhe use of alfalfa increased especially in 19S9, It is the -writer ' s  
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opinion. that the farraers were not fully informed of the gatne food 
possibilities of certain plartts -shich my at the same tiT!» possess all 
the food possibilities which he desires for his livestock aad restore 
soil fertility and control soil erosion. 
fable 18. SuBEKsary of Sor^um, liillet, Legtiaes, and 
FallOT Fields 
Fields e r Acres • * 
J 
1957 
: 
J 19S8 
: 
: 1959 19S7 
t 
-• 19S8 
: : 
; 19S9 : 
Sor^iis 2S 
s 
t 18 
t 
t 10 91 
: 
! 101 
! : 
: 41 : 
Alfalfa S 
X 
s S 
* 
: 6 
* 
24 
« 
! 19 
• s 
• 68 : 
L®sped©za 0 J 0 ! 12 0 : 0 
• * 
! 110 t 
Soy beans 4 t 8 s 7 18 
» 
! 51 
• • 
t 56 i 
Sweet olo-iTor 0 
* 
5 4 
$ 
5 10 0 J  2 7  
t t 
! 79 ! 
Millet S 
• 
: 1 
z  
: 0 16 
t  
i  5 
} : 
3  0  i  
Fallow S 
t  
: 3 
I  
i  9 145 
t  
1 49 
( t  
: 115 ; 
Total S8 
s 
: SS 
I 
i 54 294 
i  
t  252 
s » 
! 447 t 
the -ariater of 19S8-1939 iffas ©Tsn more mild and open than that of 
19S7-1938 ao that the bob-whit© did not need to "be fed. 
Durisag the severe j«irt of the winter of 1939-1940, 20 farn»rs fed 
26 ooTOys of quail around their farmsteadts. Hiis laay be taken as aa 
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indicaticn of an increased interest of the farmers in welf&re of 
this upland gap® bird. 
•98. 
XI. IHSBC'nVOSOUS AHD SSED-EATISG BIHLS AI® BOB-WHITE M&MaEMEST 
Early in th® atitum of 19S6, seed-eating and insectivorous birds -were 
obssrred actively competing -sith quail for food. In an ©ndsavor to try to 
find out tJie ext«nt and seriotisness of tliis coBspetition for food a daily 
raoord vias kept of the Tarious species of birds observed during th© two 
loug periods of resideac® upon the area. The extent of this food shortage 
and the seriousness of this competition were aot apparent usxtil winter 
began, although it was recogsiaed that an eijjergenoy existed. 
Errington and Hajaeretroia (19S6 p.381) mJo© this statement, "fihere 
there isn't enough •ssrinter food for any population, it does not make a 
great deal of difference if a doaen birds op twice as laany try to exist 
there..«... If the ecological scales are set BO fine that there is no 
more than esaotly enough for the •wintering bob-^ite population, they may 
be throsm. out of balance at slTcost any tiitie, anymy, as by a chance 
visitation of a raraerous flock of sparrows or other SM.11 birds." 
The 1936 season, as has been stated previously, was aafavorable for 
both native and cultivated foods and most insect populations were low 
except that of grasshoppers. Late in Augi^st and early in Septenioer, 
Eastern Robins (l?urdus migratorius migratorius), Eastern Cardinals 
(Richffioadena cardinal is eardinalis), Catbirds (Eu^tella earolinensis), 
Bed-headed Woodpeckers (llslanerpeg eryt^rocephalus), Sorthem Flickers 
(Celaptes atiratus luteus), Red-bellied Woodpeckers (Centums garolinue), 
Brosm fhrashers (Toxostciaa rufum), Sed-eyed fmiiees (Pipilo erythroph-
thalmis erythroj^thalnnis). Blue Jays (Cyanocltta eristata oristata), and 
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vmrious species of sparrows were feeding isith the bob'-whites on th® 
sorghm seeds. During the period of isild temperatxares and warm rains 
in. the last half of September and the first half of October this com­
petition ms negligible. After killing frosts and the arrival of below 
freezing teTnperatiires the eompetition beoain® more acute. Late in lovem-
ber and early in Deeeraber, Slate~Colored J-uncos {Jttnoo hyemlis hyemlis) 
and Black-oapped Chickadees (Penthestes atrieapillus atricapillus) that 
•winter in this looali-ty were present by the thousands and the Saglisfe 
Sparrows (Passer doaestious dossesticns) -were found in lesser numbers. 
A few other sparrows -were present in SHKIII nanibers. On sewral ooeasions 
these birds and bob-whites weire seen feeding together on wed seeds. It 
is not knoiwn tihen, the supply of these seeds became esdmnsted. Ihen on 
the area early in March rery few seed-eating birds isere seen and they 
"wer® not observed in mwfoers again until late in sujBSEraer or early in autusm 
of 19S7. It is possible that th© seed-eatiag birds migrated after using a 
large part of the available native and cultivated foods and tiflien ice had 
inade inacessible inost of that which ressained. The non-migratory bob-^it© 
•was not so fortunate as to be able to leave to seek a sore favorable food 
supply but had to reiaaln and endeavor to subsist upon whRt was left. 
At no other ti®0 during the investigation isere any insectivorous or 
seed-eating birds observed oompeting with the bob-whit© for food, Abim-
dant supplies of both native and cultivated foods wr© produced in each 
of the three successive seasons of 1937» 1938 and 19S9, The winters of 
19S7-19S8 and 1538-1939 •sere so very mild and open that abundant food 
supplies were available for all -aiie birds that wintered here* However, 
the •winter of 1SS9-194G caused another food staergency for -the quail« 
-lOO' 
When on the area the third wek in Janmry, 1940, when the temperature 
ms dropping several degrees below aero each night and the ground •was 
covered -with several inches of sno®, large numbers of seed-eating birds 
%¥ere seen seeld-ng shelter in protected ditches and gullies# It isas 
possible for these birds to secure foods above the snow because of their 
ability to grasp the stem of a weed and reiaove the seeds. Since these 
seeds were inaooessible to the quail they were not competing with them 
for food. The seeds that fell on the very soft, fine snow -were soon 
buried and so provided no food for the bob-'white» It is the opinion of 
the writer that the seed-eating and insectivorous birds competed -with 
the bob-whits for food only during the late suBBTier, autism and early 
winter of 19S6* 
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XII. OF PimY AiSlD M&JfAGEMEIT 
Eawks 
fh© hawks seen on the area daring the fall of 1936 and the spring 
of 19S7 -were: Sharp~shinB0d Haiifk (Acoipiter veloz velox). Cooper's Haisk 
(Aeoipiter oooperl). Eastern Eed-tailed Hawk (Buteo borealxs borealis), 
Soi^jhera lied-shouldered Ewsk (Buteo lineatus liaeatus), Aiaerican lough-
legged Hawk (Buteo lagopus _8. johannis), IJarsh Ha-wk (Cirous htidsonius), 
and the Eastern Sparrow Hawk (Falco sparverius sparreriijs). 
Ih© Eastern Eed-tailed Hawk isas imst frequently observed of all the 
hawks. This no doubt ms because of its conspieuous soaring habits and 
its large sise. 
Cooper's hawk ms the second siost frequently observed* Because of 
tiiis ha-wk'a habits and shy nature, this aigjit indioate that there were 
more of these hawks than of the Red-tailed Hawk. 
The Harsh Hawk was tte next most frequently seen but was not at all 
plentiful except in 19S8 uSien different farmers reported these hawks 
nested on their farms. 
Ih© lorthem Bed-shouldered Hawk, the Mmrie&n Rough-legged Hawk, 
and the Sharp-shinned Hawk •were obsearyed only a few times during the 
inve sti ^tion. 
The Sparrow Sa'sk was obserwd -aneiy frequently because of its 
tendency to perch in conspiouous places. 
As ie generally the case, the farnfflrs did not distinguish between 
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benefioial and injurious ha'wks. An effort was mde to try to encourage 
them to protect the beneficial species, especially th© Hed-tailed and 
the Marsh Hawks. 
The only t^'o ha'wjks that have been found to be serious predators of 
th® bob-'whit© tinder certain conditions are Cooper's Hawk and the Sharp-
shinned Bawk. The predatory activities of these hawks are blamed on all 
other apsaiesQ 
All species of hav/ks seemed to be -aore plentiful ia th© fall of 1936 
tiian in the spring of 1SS7, More haifks -were obseiTed in Hoveaiber, 1939, 
than at any other titae during the investigation. 
Owls 
Ihe two most autrserous owls on th© area in the autimi of 19S6 and the 
spring of 1927 were the Great Homed Owl (Bubo virginianus virginianus), 
aaad the ISastem. Screech Owl (Ottas asio aaeviufi). They most frequent­
ly identified by their calls. Many Great Homed Owla vjsre heard in th© 
autumn of 1936 aliJKJst all over the area while in the spring of 19S7 there 
was only one locality where they were heard frequently. In iikroh, 19S8, 
the -writer stood at one place on the south area and heard 10 Great Horned 
Owls calling. Fir® groups of two each were heard from fi-^e different 
directions. 
In i?ovember, 1SS9, mny Morthem Barred 0®1 (Strix varia -mria) 
were seen on the area. Several of their pellet® -were examined and -were 
found to contain isoetly fur and bones of different mice. 
Of these owls only the Great Horned Owl my ha-\re been a serious 
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predator on qmil. It is the opinion of the witer that the period of 
their most serious predatioa upon the bob-white occurs between the time 
when the snow begins melting and the spring Tegetation has grown larga 
enough to ooneeal the quail. 
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XEII. OTHER MAlS.aLS EELATED fO BOB-?aiITE MMIAGgSEIT 
Fxir-B©ar®rs 
Skulls of each, of th® fur-bearers, except the badger, fotstd on or 
laear the area usere eolleoted during the investigatioa and ideatified for 
their specifie classifioatioa. ?ery good cooperation was gi-ren the 
•writer by the trappers during the trapping seasons, Noven&er 10 to January 
10, inclusiveJ of -fee years 1936-1937 and 1957-1038, -^o saved the skulls 
and also fur-bearers* storaaohe. Each trapper was provided with labels 
and a jar of fonmldehyde Bolution for preserving the stomohs. The 
trapper wrote the date, sex, njsthod of capture, and the nam© of the 
aninKil on a tag prepared for him and tied it to each stoimch. A snvcmrj 
of these data is presented in Table 19. All of these fur-bearers except 
the northern coyote and the northern plains red fox were on the protected 
list during the imrestigation. Only the fox stoisaohs have been analyzed 
for data, on bob-T!fcite predation. 
Tke Illinois skunk me the namrous and valmble fur-bearer on 
the area, fhe highest prioe received for a skunk pelt in 19S6-19S7 was 
t2»50, the loTOst ims 50 cents, and the average -aas |1»S6. In the fall 
of 1936, the trappers reported this sktiaak ms the most numerous in ten 
years# In 1956-1937 asmy people who seldom do trapped because of 
financial aeoessiigr# These skunks were trapped in large ntsabers this 
season and a few were foiind dead in the fields. For some reason idie 
skwnk population ms smch smaller in 19S7. In the fall of 19S9, few 
fable 19. SuBSsayy of Fw-Bearers' StoiaaohB and Skulls Collected on or lihe Area, 
Locality Records Deoatur County, Leon, lom. 
Stomachs Collected 
!Trapping 
jSeaisoa 
Ho. of 
lo. 
flapped 
Ho. 
Hunted 
s Total 
I Ho. Taken 
t total 
! No.of 
SIculls^i Males i Females 
s s 
Males J Females s ilales 
Virginia, J1936-1037: 1 « s * • 4 t 6 t S * 9 > 12 t SI : 
opossum J19S7-19S88 
- i g • • 2 1 2 ! 3 i 4 s 5 3 9 1 
i i m s : s i 1 : A 9 
lastera 11936-1987 J 2 t 1 t 1 s 0 t 2 t 1 s S $ 4 : > 
Eacooon !l9S7~l9SSi - i g i 0 « 2 ! 1 t 4 i 1 3 & : 
t t t } f 3 t t t ] 
^ssiseippi a956«1937! 6 t 5 i 4 * 1 t 5 t 6 t 9 i 15 » 
Valley Mink sle37-lSS8: sW i 8 I 1 t 1 « « 0 • 4 t 1 t & i 
Prairid 
2 2 
sl9S6-l937s 2 
s 
i 9 
t 
i 6 
t 
t 0 
9 
I 1 
$ 
t 
i 
9 i 7 
i 
• 16 J 
Spotted Skunk a9S7«-1938» - s 4 t 0 s 1 t 0 t 6 s 0 : 6 J 
1 : t s t t s t • 1 
Illinois ! 1936-1937 J 1 t 37 t 2S • « a t 5 i 43 i 28 ? 71 { 
!1937-1938 J - 1 18 f 6 t 2 * 1 » • 20 s 9 ; 29 2 
Horthem Plains 
1 t 
!lSS6-193'?j 28 
s 
i 16 
t 
* 
» 12 
S 
7 0 
i 
0 { 
t 
15 i 12 
: 
« 
i 
27 J 
Eed Fox ilS37-1938: * « * 
A 
16 t 11 s • at 1 » 12 I 12 SI s 
IJorthern 
s f 
J19S6-19S7! S 
s 
i 0 
• 
s 1 
s 
« 0 £ 1 
t 
s 
s 
0 s S 
• 
: 
s 
2 t 
Coyot® tl9S7-1938j 
- s 1 • * 1 I 0 s 0 t 1 J 1 i 2 i 
t Iiiales & 
Femlos 
1» Th© specific naiT!0S tissed for these arxirtials in this thesis are those determined from these 
skulls by Iowa Stat© College and United States Bureau of Biological Survey. 
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skuaics were seen and very few were being trapped. Trappers reported that 
a similar period of scarcity of these skticks occurred is 1926. Ho records 
•»©re secured of skujak predatioa on the bob-white. 
fto northern plains fox ms th© second most valmble fur-bearer in 
this locality (Fig, S5). The trappers received sax average of |5«10 for 
each pelt in 1S36-1957{ the highest price isais |6«00, the lowest was |2«50« 
A total of 58 stom^Jhs, S4 aales and 24 femles were exatnitied for signs 
of bob-^hit© predatioB. Th© only evideiice found was three amll feathers 
in the stoaaoh of one ?nale. 
Pig. 55. Eed fox pelts talcBja oa 
or near the area 
fhe •Virginia opossum TOS not so plentiful and neither ms it so 
•mlimble since the average prio© received in 19S6-19S7 was only 3S cents 
for a pelts the M^est price ms 60 cents and the lowest was 5 ©ants. 
Ihe eastern raccoon was not so valmble because of the i^uci%- of 
107-
its nuntbsrs. The average price of the few pelts sold in 1S36-19S7 was 
I6.4S, the highest price ms |7.00, and the Icwest ms $5.00. Because 
of iaxe few raccoons on the area, they would exert very little predatioa 
pressure. 
The prairie spotted skunk was not so valuable ^ jeoauee of the Ions 
price received for its pelt, the average was 28 cents, the hi^est •sras 
40 cents, and the lowest -was 15 cents. 
fhe !lississippi Tmlley mink -ssras not valuable as a fur-bearer because 
the only oiies known to have been on the area during this investigation 
Tsere caetaals. The average prioe reoeived for the 28 pelts taken near 
the area was $10*02, the highest price •ma #14.00, and the lowest was 
IS.OO. 
Fnr Ineon® Per Acre 
As few of the tarappers confined their activities to only one farmj 
it -was veiy difficult to secure informtion on fur incoisse per acre. 
These data were secured for seven farms on the area and four adjacent to 
the area and are presented in fable 20» 
Most of this trapping was done by boys and one girl •sfeose ages were 
9 to 18 years. The three fur bearers raost frequently taken by this group 
were Hhe Illinois skunk, prairie spotted skunfe, and the Yirgiaia 
opossum because they were the most abundant and were the most, easily 
trapped# An average of one Illinois skunk on 24.6S acres, of one Virginia 
oposstHB on 66.53 acres, and of one prairie spotted skunk on 90.72 acres 
were trapped on these farms. 
fftbl© 20» Pur Take and Inooms Per Aore on Individual Farms for 1936-1937 SeaBon. 
o< * • 
1 illlinoiSi 
sSkimk s 
: 
* 
Yirginiai 
Opossum 1 
Prairie 
Spotted 
Skunk 
UssiBsippi 
7all®y 
Ilink 
Eastern 
Raooooa 
i  
Sorthern 
Plains 
Rod Fox 
Northern: 
Coyote t 
Total 
laoom© 
: 
1 O <ii 
: Aoi*es 
: in Farm 
IncoBte } 
p®r s 
Aor® 1 
in oents » 
A* : 18 t 6 s Z 0 0 0 0 3 1.20 20.08 1 
B i 5 > 
J 
1 i 2 0 0 0 0 8.20 » 3.26 6.31 : 
C t St 
t  
1 t  3 0 0 0 0 S,55 s IS4 
} 
2*6S i 
0 t 2 i 
2 
0 I 0 0 0 0 0 3*00 
s  
s SlOO 
1  
1.50 8 
2 1 
E *  t  S i  
t 
0 s  0 0 0 1 0 11.50 s 155 
: 
7,66 « 
t S 
f t 10 i 12 t 7 0 0 0 I S9.8S 
t  
! 480 
£ 
6«06 s  
S  1  
&• t 7 J  0 t 1 1 0 0 0 i 17* 60 
t 
t 116 
t 
14*3X t 
t s 
H J  8 « 
t 
4 i 2 0 1 0 0 ! 16.40 
3  
8 270 
s  
6*09 t 
3  S  
I t  6 t  
t 
0 t I 0 0 0 0 i  6.65 
t  
s  80 
S  f i  
8.S1 s  
t  s  
S* s B s 
t 
1 t  
*  
1 0 0 0 0 J  12.10 
*  
* 120 
% 
iO.08 s 
t i 
K s 7 s 5 t 3 
3 
22 i  
0 0 0 0 t  13.20 
8  
1  200 
3  
6 9  60 8  
t  s  
Total 81 1 
s  
S O  :  1 1 1 1  t  146»45 
t 
s 1996 
1  
7,SS 5 
•Mjaoent to area. 
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The amoimts received by the trappers on an indlTidml farm raaaged 
frcBs IS *00 to ^ 29»25« 1!h6 &otq xnooins ranged froia a low of laSO oexits 
to a high of 20,08 cents. The airorag© for the 1996 acres ms 7.33 cents 
an acre, fhese data indicate the financial possibilities isfhioh amy be 
realized by farm youths by trapping only on their own farms. 
Sodents 
Cottontail rabbits decreased soaaewhat during the icy -winter of 19S6-
1987 but ha-ve increased rapidly since that time. Dr. George 0, 
Hendricksoa found a oonoentration of 6.4 rabbits an acre on pajrts of the 
area in 1959. His estimte ms abotit 000-1000 rabbits a section over 
the entire area. Seton (1929) gives tb© average weight of the Meams 
cottontail to be about 2.S pounds. This informtion ms nsed wi-tei that 
of VorMes and Taylor (19SS) to convert the consiimption of green food of 
i^ies© rabbits into anisml tinits. It was found that 800-1000 cottontails 
per section are equal to 6.61-8.^26 aaisial units. This represents a 
grazing pressure of 82.62-10S.25 animl units for the entire area. 
Field mice (Mierotus sp«) and ®ood laice or white-footed inioe 
(Perosgrsottg sp.) were very plentiful in the fall of 1936. Parsers re­
ported extensive ©ice daiaage to shocked grain and timothy under almost 
each shock in 1936. In 1937, this daaiage ms obsejrsred very seldom but 
ms more noticeable in 1938, and -was heavy again in 19S9. 
A trapper, J. E. Surb&u^, living a few miles from th® area, reported 
in Ceeeiffiber, 19S7, SOJ^  interesting observations of field and wood adee 
populations. He stated ther® were not more than one-tenth as mny field 
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jjsice in Ho^resiber axjad Deceaber, 19S7 as in the saw months 19S6, and not 
laor© than one-third as raany -wood aic©. While the gromd ms covered -with 
ice during January and B'shruary, 1937, h© saw large nombera of these raio© 
dead on top of the ice. It TOS his opinion that because of food scarcilqr, 
they •Here driven out of their burrcfsra to the top of the ice in search of 
food •where they were frozen. Mice runways -mre conspicuous in pastures in 
19S6, and ^ere again noticeable in 1E'S9. Jijst -what the exact influence of 
the asice population was upon the hawk and o®l populations is not known but 
the frequency and scarcity of these populations coincided emetly during 
the investigation. 
fhe rat (Battas norve^cns) population ms the largest on the area 
Soveiaber, 18S8, that the oldest resident could resienSser. Fan^rs reported 
that most of their gardens were destroyed in the siim?ner of 1939 by rats 
and rabbits, liuay fanaers stated that rats destroyed one to three acres 
of com. TMs destruction began as soon as the foirmtion of the kernels 
and continued as long as the corn ms in the field. (Figs. 36 and S7). 
fhis damg® based on the a-?©rage yield for this year ranged from about 
S5 to possibly 150 bushels. 
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Fig. S6. Cobs stripped of oorn. by rats 
Fig. 57. Com field dawaged by rats 
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Cats aM Dogs 
Since TOsi; of the dogs (Caais famlliaris) stayed at hon© and since 
in Jferoh, 19S8, oiily on® of S8 was a bird dog, they -were considered to 
have exerted no infltieace on th.® bob->^iiit© population. In six months the 
nxcsber had increased only thre« dogs. 
i%reh 20, 19S8, the farij^rs reported 103 oats (Felis libyca 
doiTiBstio&) 'Hhich ms an. awrag© of one to ©aoh 74.9 aores. By October 1, 
19S8 this nmaber had increased to 187 cats or osie cat to each 41.2 acres. 
Just •what the iixfluence of cats ms upon bob-uhite population is not 
kaown. Eammr appa.r©ntly the cat popalatioa ms too high for its con-
tintsance since between September, 19S8, aad Hoveiuber, 193S, most of the 
eats had died of a disease which the farmers said ms similar to 
distemper. 
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XI¥. SOCIAL AliD EGOSOMIC COISITIOHS AS THIY IIS^LDIJSCE-
BOB-11'Bia'B MAHAGE?ISHT 
Althotigh comparatively few in'^-estigators haT© Taeen ansare of the 
relationship of f©,rr<i gam© mnagement to tlie social SOOMOWXO sts>tixs 
the peoples soise have considered its importanoe. This has been -well 
expressed "by Taylor {IBS? p« 48), ^ Cjm cannot grow tisSDsr by studying trees 
alone .... neither oaa one produce •wildlife by studying gBme species 
alone. 0ns jroist give careful and critical attention to the soils, isaters, 
vegetatioa, cultural conditioas, including such features as burning, 
plo??ing, grazing, fallowing, timber eutting, and even social and economic 
conditions." 
fhe Federal Forest Service has recognised the importanoe of the hums 
eleafflnt in forest coaserimtion (Shea, 1940). 
The people who settled this coiimninity were mostly of English, Irish, 
and Scotch descent. Since many had been tejmst farmers in their native 
sitates they ^ shed to find land that they could horaestead or buy cheaply. 
A resident over 70 years of age remrked to the writer one day that he ms 
afraid his forefathers had sade a -mistake •when they settled on tiaberland 
instead of on the pmirie. la the pasrb of the country where these settlers 
had forinerly lived, the best land ms timbered which say have influenced 
their choice of laM in their new hosse. 
Farsfflrs as well as others are sometitaes described by the term "rugged 
individualists'*. This term applies very well to the people living <m the 
area. Ifiitil very recently they have been isolated during the winter aaonths 
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beoause the roads are often irapasBabl©, Ishen the iavestigatioa began, 
BO hard surface roads of kind were foxizid on the area. In 1938, am 
graveled road -gas constructed which runs along tJi© west side of th® area 
for aboi^t three and one-fourth siles, iThe little •rtllage of Woodland con­
taining a store and filling station ooBfisined, two chiirohes, a schoolhouse, 
and a few ho^ises -ms the only town •within th© area, k larger trading 
center for the corasiunity was Leon, county seat of Ceoatur oo-onty, which is 
nine to sixteen lailes, depending on th© part of the area on ®hioh they 
li-ye. 
One way to increase farra g^me is by cooperation with the young 
people and children. In the spring of 1SS9, 79 a^iults li*?ed on th© area 
and only 17 children and young people under 20 years of age. One of the 
three schools on the area has bees, closed during the entire period of the 
investigation. A second one at tirass has had ^ust enough children to con­
tinue. 
In 19S9, out of the 37 f&na units, sis of theai "wer© operated by 
bachelors v/ho did both th© farm and housework. Very little social or 
educational organization existed to help to unify the group. 
During this inTOstigation it has been difficult, indeed, to detenaine 
whether owner or tenant operators practiced sore and better bob-whit© 
Bffimageinent. For exan^Jle, during ttie isinter of 1SS9-1940, of the 20 farm 
operators i^o fed quail, 10 were owners and 10 were tenants. 
In -aie north area the percentage of owner operated land ranged from 
a low of 51.31 per cent ia 12S7 to a hi^ of 57.14 ia 19S9 (Table 21). 
The tenant operated land ranged from a low of 57.63 per cent in 19S7 to a 
high of 4S.69 in 19S8« l^ie unrented land ranged from a low of 2»55 per 
Table 21. Humber of Aores and Pereentttg© of Land Dietribtition en the Area 
lojrbh Ar«a 
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! S t J J 
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ceat iri both 1938 and 19S9 to a hi§^ of 9.07 ia 3.9S7. 
In the south area the owner operated land dropped from a hij^ of 
S6»65 per cent in 1SS6 to a low of 17.55 in 1939 which representea a loss 
of title by the oimers of 19.10 per oest. The tenant operated laad in­
creased from a lov^ of 6S*S5 per oent in 19S6 to a high of 81.10 ixx 19S9 
Y/hich ms an increase of 17.75 per cent. Unreated land ranged from a low 
of Eero per eent in 19S6 to a high of S.07 ia 1937. On© farm of 208 acres 
ia tiiis area is now being operated on a sub-tenancy level since Idie land­
lord lives elsewhere and ©mploys a Tnau by the month to operate it. 
Adverse financial conditions caused some farm buildings to be in 
desperate need of repair as is shown in Fig. 38 -shioh is a piet«r© taken 
in 1936 of buildings on an "unrented farm. The people -who haij owned this 
farm beeaiBS so in'rolTed in debt that they left it in the t-dnter of 19S5. 
Fig. 58. Bwildiags in mad of repair 
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Beaaus@ of preTious financial reverses and the almost total crop 
failure of 1&36, IG farmers secured work on the roads tinrier •Qi© United 
States Works Progress Idjjdiiistration d-uring the fail of that year. At 
this titne it ims necessary for soim fartnors to secure goTerrsitient feed 
loaas to eiiable theia to keep the sjmll a.raount of stock after being forced 
to sell iijost of it. 
fhe assessed mltiatioa of land in Woodland Township my be used as a 
basis for the area, llais •m.s #28,00 an acre and the average tax rate vms 
26 cents an acre in 1936. 
in iSSO when Steele's Creek Drainage Distriet ms formed the land 
within this district me appraised at |S7.00 an acre, Duriag this investi­
gation 80 acres were sold for 16.00 an acre aad 12S acres for |8«00 an acre, 
fh© average far® unit ms 208 acres in 1957. From the crop ye&r of 1SS6 
to 1857, far?asrs on. the area lost title to 792 acres of land or 10®2 per 
cent, 504 acres in the north and 288 aores in the aouth area« 
There seems to be little qiiestion that bob-white practices in this 
eoaaaimity were inflvBnoed very mterielly by the social and economie welfare 
of the people. Were all ecological factors favorable to the bob-^ite the 
attitudes of the people to?mrd this game speoies as determiiMid by custoias, 
eduoation, and financial necessity seem to be the deciding faotora in its 
ooatinxjatioa and increase ia this are&» 
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Mr POPUMflOI FLUCTUATIONS OF BOB-SHITE OH THE APvEA 
Ce-nsuE &ad Population Estiisates 
During the Yiriter's first resident period one of the methods for 
securiag the faiii^r's cooperation was to inquire how many coveys of quail 
he had on his fartn and the auinber in each cowy» Careful records were 
k©^ of these data. The -writer ms well aware of the opinion of different 
inTestigstors that a farmer's estimate of the nuj^er of qmil on his farm 
•®2.s liiou^t to he imreliable. A further reason for this procedure was to 
arouse the faraer's interest in the q-uail so that he would learn of the 
co-rey locations and be prepared to feed the birds during the winter of 
1926-1937. Since a decided food shortage existed as a result of the 
drought and grasshopper epideraio it ms obirious that it would be neees-
sary to feed most of the qiiail if they were to stirrive the -Bfinter isrhether 
sdld or severe, fhese estimtes of the quail population ^ r® secured from 
the faraers four tiffles during the investi^tion (fabl© 22)» 
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Table 22. Estiaiates by Farmers of Bob-isiiite Population 
on their Laiid 
Season • 
*• lo. of J fo« of : Birds Acres s 
Year f Co-roys t Birds 8 per Covey per Bird i 
Au-tumn » t i 
1936 : 52 • • 879 i 16.9 8«8 
Spring : s 
1938 • • 32 i 562 J 17.5 IS.7 t 
Autunua m : : s 
1938 t 99 t 16&3 16.0 4«8 i 
Auturan. : i • 
1939 169 I 2766 I 16.4 2.8 t 
In Table 23 the census figures for December, 19S5, and March 1, 
19S6, Tsfere secured from the publication of Green and Seed (1936). 
During the fell of 19S6, the witer located 27 coveys containing 419 
birds. As previously stated tiffi© did not permit a complete census of the 
•whole area. Plans were mde to keep 16 of these 27 coveys lander obser-
•mtion for -winter survi'ml studies. These coveys containing 888 birds 
i^re widely distribtited over the area and were as representative as oo«ld 
be selected. Their coverts ranged froiH the poorest to the best on the 
area* 
Ihea the writer left the area Beoemfijer 16, the 15 coveys selected 
for survival study ooateinsd an average of 15.9 birds. During the first 
five •weeks after the -writer returmd to the area, March 28, 19S7j inten-
si-TO field work -was done in an endeavor to check the 15 eo-roys under 
obser^mtion and to locate smy other coveys. At the end of the five •weeks 
iseriod birds were actually found in only three places. All -were eoveys 
selected for -B?int#r survival studies. Two coveys iser© on the north area. 
One, of 21 birds, had -wintered near a farmstead -where they frequently 
TftbX© 23* Bob»i«hite Census Data on Game Manageinant Area in Southern lovia. 
t Autumn i Winter t 
1 Before lovn 15 t After Deo. 15 Early Spring t 
i M0« t Ko« t Birds! Aoresi Mo* i Ho. I Birds: Aores: Ko. ! Ho, J Per oentt Acresi 
3 Of s of t per : per J of t ©f t per ! per } of t of ! of Birds J per t 
« 
» Coveys J Birds; Oowyj Bird ! Coveys! Birds? Coveys Bird J Coveyss Birdst LoSt ! Bird : 
1935^195611 - t - t - t <" 8 i S95 t - t IS.S t » s 177 s 55.2 t 331@ t 
i t t S 3 : t 1 : t : 
1036-19372; t " t - i - 2 IS : SS8 t 15. e t •9 t 3 1 2S s 87,8 t - i 
t s i i : t i I t i ! 
1939-1940®! - t B263 1 i 3«4 t t 2057 J - ! g.7 J 41 » SS4 » 74.9 i 3.4a4 t 
!• Data by Beed. 
S« Data by Writer. Winter data iaoludes only coveys used for winter surviTOl observation. 
3» Data for Autupa and Winter by Moorma, for Early Spring by Moormn and Writer. 
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so«ght the shelter of farm buildings but only four birds -were fotimd, 
three heas and ons coek. The second covey of 26 birds also wintered near 
a farmstead and carrse through the winter with 20 birds in excellent con­
dition* This oov«y fared th© best of any of the 15 coveys under obser­
vation. Their range included the edge of very brushy woods near shocked 
sor^tm and an unused buildixig. It ms reported by a farmer that this 
covey frequently sj.ent tlae night In this building# The thix'd coTey ms 
on the so-uth area and it is possible it ms composed of the eurTi'srore of 
two oOTTsys containing a total of 20 birds* Their headquarters centered 
in a Terj' brushy woodlot near a farssstead, fbe svxrivin^  covey contained 
foisr cocks and on© hen. Evidences of th® presence of a few quail -were 
foxjnd in a few thickets on the north area but careful searching did not 
r®Toal thesi* Only these three coveys containing 29 birds were actmlly 
seen dtyping this spring observation (fable 23)». S5o quail -were heard by 
the "Writer calling in other places, fhe farmers except for those 
located near these three coveys reported hearing no qaail during the 
spring of 19S7. 
TO^en an effort ms mde in September, 1937, to got an approximate 
census of the quail, th® vegetation was so high and dense that tisie did 
not peradt any accurate coiaat. fhe tfinter of 19S7-19S8 n&s mild and open 
but no census work ms done daring this period* Each farjssr was asked to 
©stiiaate the n«Eiber of qoail on his fanri on iia.roh EC, 18S8, and again in 
October, 19S8 (fable 22)* fhe winter of 19S8-19S9 be^m •with abrmdant 
•This represents a loss of 87*8 per oeiit of the 2S8 birds imder -winter 
survival observation stiadie®. 
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food. and coTsr for -the "bob-^ite and the •vtinter •was eTen mors mild -fchaa 
the prsTious one. lo -^jinter census -work ms done. 
After two successive mid •winters the fourth aimual estirnat® of the 
BMiaber of quail on their farms ms secured frora -tiie farnsrs in loifTBsber, 
1939 (Table 22). 
•f.hen the i'arEsers were ask^d to giT© thei-j:- estisate of the 3au«»ber of 
quail on their i'arfiis the va'iter did not inl'laenee their replies in any 
my, Ifo suggsstioas mere givBn to assist them to gire thsir estimte. 
Almost almya tiiey also gave the locatioa ox' each covey. This iafor-
BJ&tioa. iH tiie autuim of IS^SS embled the -writer to check raost of their 
estimates and oo-vey l&cations •srith his data. From these data coYey and 
bird duplicatioas of ©i^.t coveys contaiiiin.g 14S birds %7ere checlced. 
This duplication affiOU33.ted to 18,S8 per oeat of the coTsys aad 16.27 per 
eeat of the birds* Ifhen. those deductions -wsre aade for 19S6 this gave 
a total of 44 eoveys containing 736 birds or an average of 16.7 birds 
per covey which, iis an a'smrage of one bird per 10.48 acres* i'hese per-
eeatages of duplioatiaas faav© beeri used as ©orrection factors for each of 
the sticeeediag ©stiaates by the farrsers. 
These ©stimtes oould not be cheeked a^iast knossna ceasus data until 
the fall of 1S39» Wien these correotioas wore applied to the farsiers* 
estimates for this year th© resultiag figures -were 2.1 per cent aboTO the 
census figures doterrnined by Moorman. His census gave 2,2S8 birds for 
the area against 2,316 by the farmers. It is possible this msy be merely 
a ooiacideae© but it is at least iaterestiBg. 
The •writer and Robert Uoonmn rsade a csasus of the area Febriiary 16 
•12S 
to 18, 1940, at which tiTse 41 ooveys of 554 birds v!©re located (Tabls 23). 
Twenty farmers -were feeding 26 of th« 41 coirejs at their hossesteads. 
Twelve ooTsys -mre feeding aroimd shocked com axid sorghm, a soy bean 
stack, two oribs of corn, and at one feed lot located qMte a distaBoe 
ttom a farmtead. Three cotreyis containing three, fxT©, and nine birds 
were found at considerable distance frora ar^ concentration, of agricul­
tural food. It is believed that the five and nine bird coveys were ptrts 
of two large coveys whioh farmers reported having been arotmd their fana-
eteads. 
Bob-i«feite Population Fluctuations and Weather Data 
Aa examnation of Table 24 larhich ms compiled by using the correction 
percentages on the farmers' po|>ulation estimtes in. Table 22 -with th© 
censws data in Table 2S, shows th© three -winters of 19S5-19S6, ISSB-ISST, 
and 1919^1940 to b® the winters of heaviest bob-white mortality. 
heaviest percenta^ of loss ms 87.8 per cent in the winter of 1SS6-1937, 
ttie seccsad highest percentage -was 74.6 per cent in the winter of 19S9-
1940, and th® third hi^est loss ms ia the -Biater of 19S5-19S6 -sSiea the 
loss ms 55.2 per cent. 
24« Surosary of B©b«white PopuXation Data on Ganje J^magement Area of 7,713 Aores la 
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The ^-seather data graph (Fig» 39) shows the of degrees F. 
departure of the Tsonthly meaa teTnpsrature from the arerage for each Tnoath 
durinf'; the invest^.gation and the mimbsr of inches departure of the 
monthly preelpitatioa frora the maathly awrage for eaoh month. This 
fjranh ms oonstmeted from data contained in Tables 25 aad 26» fhe 
weather data for the area fotmd in these tables were the average of the 
Laraoni and 'fillerton tjeatlier obsermtion stations, the later beiag 
located in th© country near Corj'don and the percentage of sunshine was 
talces from the nearest record, Des Moines, (Seed, 1935-1940). 
This graph shows th© mrked similarity of the below normal average 
monthly mean teraperattxre for th® -sTinters of 1935-1936 and 19S9-1940» 
The total preeipitation during Deoember, January, and February of these 
•winters averaged sli^tly below norml but the exceptionally low teraper-
atiires especially during the month of January, tiSiioh my be termed the 
critical month for the winter survival of the bob-white in t^iis locality, 
teept most of the precipitation on the ground in the fom of snow. Dur­
ing these winters the deep snows covered inost of the natural foods as 
well as sojae of the agricultural foods. Th© drifting of the snow btiried 
niost of the mtural escape and protective cover so that shelter ms roost 
difficult for the bob-white to find as is shown in Figs. 40-43, taken in 
January, 1940. SOJB© of the cover that remined was often trampled by 
livestock as is shosm in Figs. 44 and 4S. The deep snow coafoined with low 
tenperatures ms the determining factor in the heavy mortality of the 
quail for the winters of 1935-1936 and 19S9-1940. 
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Fig. 39. Departiwe of monthly mean temperature and of monthly precipitation from the average. 
Table 26. Minimum, Kasimum, and Average Temperatuice and Preeipitation for the Area 
i Average s Average s 
Highest : Zi<nit98t Msaa • * Highest Lowest Monthly t 
Month ^Pemperatur© t femperatxir® femperatur© Preoipitation Precipitation Preoipitation t 
Jan« 64.8 t - 29.S 21.S t 4.60 0.01 0.98 : 
Feb. 78.0 : - 27.5 25.S t 4.18 0,04 1.27 t 
Mareh 68.0 : - 14. S 86.8 t g.OO 0.01 1.90 i 
April 91.S 1 7.0 50,5 t 7.S4 0,79 3,15 » 
May 101.5 i 2S.0 @1.4 t 10.18 0.76 4.12 t 
^ua« 107.5 : 38,5 70.0 ! 11.65 0.68 4,81 t 
July 111.5 ! 46. S 74.6 : 12,82 0.2S 3. @3 t 
Aug. 112.0 t S8.0 73.1 t 13.08 0.36 3.77 :: 
Sept* 104.0 : 23. S 6§«S » • 16.60 0.38 4.52 t 
Got* 93.6 9 - 1.0 58.7 : 8.03 0.20 2,68 t 
HOT. ds.o j - 8.0 38.7 i 7,76 0.08 1*34 t 
Dee. 68.0 i - 26.5 26,8 I 8.30 0,13 1.14 « 
iRbl® g6» loathly CliJisatologieal Data for the Area 
MlniiautB t AT©rag© i Departure t t Departure J Peroentage^Lj 
Year & fentper- s teffiper- Msan : from 8 Total t from t of s 
Mcnth atxir© t atur© feraperature t Norml : Preoipxt&tion « 
• Honnal t Sunshia© s 
I935 • » • » * • 
Jan. - 12.5 t 49.0 26.1 J + 3,8 t 0.75 s ~ 0.28 J 47 i 
Feb. 1.5 t 63.6 31.1 1 + 6.7 J 1.10 < - 0.17 t 46 1 
Maroh 9,0 s 77.0 43.6 s + 6.8 i 1.24 2 - 0.66 : 57 s 
April gs.o » 78,0 48.0 - 2.6 1 2.68 : - 0,67 $ 49 S 
51.0 s 78.6 66.3 I - 6.1 t 8.67 s + 4.56 : 40 S 
June 40.6 i 86.0 66.3 - 3.7 : 6.89 i + 2.08 t 61 t 
Jxjly 60.0 } 98.6 79.2 J + 4.6 3 6.18 s i- 1.20 ( 83 « 
Aug. 43. S t 100*0 74.9 $ + 1.8 i 1.05 t ~ 2.72 s 75 J 
Sept* 34. 5 1 92.0 66. S + 0.9 t 4.83 t + 0,21 i 69 t 
0©t. 25,0 t 83.6 5g.9 : - 0.8 1 2.60 t - 0.38 J 60 » 
Nov, 10.0 i 66.6 36.3 t - 2.4 t 3.03 % + 1.74 9 32 t 
D©O« • 8*5 ! 60.0 26.5 i - 1.3 T 0.68 i_ - 0.46 1 39 s 
1936 
: 
T 
« 
I 
I 
: 
s s 
t i 
JAN. « 22.0 : 42.6 12.0 t - 9.3 t 2.07 3 + 1,09 s 45 : 
Feb. - 22.0 t 56.0 10.5 t - 14.8 s 0.61 s - 0.66 i 52 t 
^roh 14. g t 76.6 43.2 i + 6.4 : 0.48 : - 1.42 J 71 ! 
April 8*0 f 90.0 48.6 • - 1,9 t 1.06 t - 2.09 : 72 5 
May 39.6 i 39.6 06.8 s + 5.4 J 3.47 : — 0.65 s 70 J 
J«m 4S.5 « 102.6 72.0 : + 2.0 t 2.64 i - 2.17 F 79 ! 
July 65.0 t 111.5 86.2 s + 10.6 t 0.50 i - 3,48 s 94 I 
A^g. 66,0 s 110.0 82.8 t + 9.7 t 1.83 3 - 1.94 i 74 1 
Sept. 44.5 ! 100.0 70.7 I + 5.4 T 7.60 t + 3.08 T 62 T 
Oot» 19.6 J 80.0 53.2 : - 0.6 I 1.69 T - 1.19 1 61 t 
Hov. 12.0 t 72.6 38,6 i - 0.1 ; 0.18 i - 1.16 i 65 : 
Deo. - 9.6 1 69.0 32.0 t + 6.2 : 1.57 t + 0,43 t 48 3 
1» D©8 Moizies, Iowa, R©oord» 
Ifebl© 26. Monthly Climtological i>ata for the Area (ooutinued) 
Iliniraum Jiaacijsain Average : Departure Departure t Percentage!{ 
Year & Temper­ Temper* leaa t from Total from s ot i 
l^outh ature atur© Temperatur® t loriraal Prooipitatioa Normal t Stmshine j 
19$7 t : 
Jan* » 5*0 43.0 17«7 > 3.6 3.43 2.45 t 60 i 
Feb. - l.S 46.0 22.7 I - 3,6 1.19 0.08 59 i 
March u^o 67.0 S5.5 : — 1.5 1.01 0.89 i 53 J 
April 2S.0 79.0 49.6 t - 0.9 3.95 + 0.80 s 47 t 
fey 42.0 00.5 6g.6 t + 1.2 4.97 0,85 s 68 s 
June 46,0 97.0 70.0 0.0 8.68 — 2.16 J 72 8 
July 66.0 94.0 75.6 J + 1.0 5.32 + 1.34 2 76 i 
Aug* 60.6 97.6 77.8 J + 4.4 1.95 — 1.82 I 82 } 
Sept» 65.0 S7.S 67.3 » + 2.0 0.54 _ 3.98 t 84 « 
Oct. 17.0 89.5 53.x ] — 0.6 1.61 — 1.27 s 61 : 
Hov. « 3,0 78.0 35.6 t - 3 . 1  1.12 0.22 t 61 t  
B©6# - S*5 52.0 25.4 i  - 1.4 0.72 0.42 8 44 3 
Xdss 
: 
: 
t  
: 
Jan* 8*0 56.5 25 *9 t  +  4.6 1.09 + 0.11 J  51 } 
Feb. 8.5 65.0 33.3 s  +  8,0 0.59 0.68 s 39 t 
I&roh 14.0 84.0 46.3 ) + 9# 5 2.40 + 0.50 t 53 t 
April gl.O 81.0 51.1 J + 0.6 3.44 + 0,29 ! 56 J 
May 36*0 84. S 60.4 J  ~  1.0 5.11 t 0.99 I 48 : 
June 49*0 94.5 69.3 5  0.7 1*92 2.89 s 74 t 
July 58.0 99.0 77.7 i + S.l 3.42 0.56 t 82 t  
Aug. 56.5 98.0 76.0 } + 2.9 9.17 + 5.40 t 78 i 
Sept, 34.6 93.5 67.9 t + 2.6 1.49 ~ 3.03 I 75 t 
Oot. 26.0 92.0 61.5 5 + 7.8 0,88 2.60 3 77 J 
Uov. 4.0 81.0 39.9 J + 1.2 2.71 1.37 : 63 s 
Dec. 0.0 51.0 28.8 t 2.0 0.89 
~ 0.25 t 61 t 
Des Moines, Iowa» Reoord. 
Table 26. Monthly OHinatologlcal Data for the Area (continued) 
Mininsutn ATFerage Departure i Departure Perceatagelj 
Tear & i temper­ Temper­ Blean from t Total from of i 
Month s ature ature Temperature Nonml 1 Rreoipitation Moinaal Sunshine j 
1930 8 t t 
tJan» i S.O 63*0 32*3 + 11.3 t 0.65 — 0.33 50 1 
Feb# » - 8,0 64.0 24.3 - 0.5 t 1.45 + 0.18 68 : 
lai'oh 8 0.0 8S.5 39.0 2,2 t 4*14 + 2.24 70 t 
April s 17»g 84»0 4§«@ - 1.0 t S.2S + 0,08 m t 
Say t 41.0 9g.O 66.1 - 1.3 ) 1.10 — S,02 76 » 
June t gO.5 82.0 71.3 + 1.3 » 8.84 4,03 66 s 
July 5 58.5 98.5 76.S + 1«9 : 3.23 - 0.76 86 i 
Aug, s 50.0 88.5 70.8 - 8.3 i 6.12 + 2.35 71 { 
Sept. { ga.6 99.0 70.6 + 5.3 i 0.50 ~ 4.02 89 i 
Oot» SI 21.5 es.6 56.7 + 3.0 s 0.65 - 2.13 76 ; 
HOT. ! le.o 70,5 41.4 2.7 » 1,03 — 0.26 66 { 
Beo« s - S.5 68.0 35.6 + 8,7 s 0.96 — 0.18 62 t 
1 
1940 t 
: 
: 
s 
• 
• 
Jaa« t - IS, 6 S4«5 8.0 - 15.3 t 1.03 + 0.05 65 t 
F©b» t - §.0 48,0 20.5 1»2 s 0.96 -0.31 41 t 
liar, t 10«5 77.0 S5.5 - 1.3 3 1.54 -0.36 43 s 
I, D©s ftfoines, loTm, Record. 
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Fig. 40. Drifted snow that buried 
roadside cover 
Pig. 41. Thicket coirer and shelter 
made useless by snow 
Pig. 42. Snow md© food and shelter weeds 
of littl® mlue to bob-iehit© 
Fig. 4S. Excellent proteetive omer 
alraoet bxiried by snow 
Fig. 44. Showiiig usefulaess of smartwesd 
and lesser ragweed cover damged by livestock 
Fig. 45. Lesser ragsseed tratnpled by 
livsstook 
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'fh© third difficult -winter for quail winter sui^ival -Has 1936-19S7, 
•Phe graph (Fig» 39) shows that the a^rerage mean temperatur© ms only one 
degree helow normal, but the total precipitation during l?ecember, Jaauasry, 
and February was 2.80 ijaches above norml. She critical ffionth of January 
had an average laean temperature of 3,6 degrees below nonnal but the 
precipitation ms 3.43 inches which is o^er three and one-half times the 
normal asrount. fhe isaois and sleet th.at fell early in the aonth was 
followed by a rain whicli packed the snow and slsst fonsisg a heai?y layer 
of ice which remained on the gro\ind antil th© last of February. This Hade 
all food Hiaterials on. the ground imoceesible to the bob-white. This 
period of about 46 days iirhen the ground was sheathed in this heavy coating 
of ice ms the xtiost critical period for the bob-white dwing the investi­
gation and the total population "was considered to have suffered the saiae 
high mortality loss of 87.8 per cent as the 2S8 birds included in th© 
winter survliml obsermtioas. 
At the beginning of the spring of 1937, following this se?ers -afinter, 
the quail population on the area ms calettlated to b© 90 birds or one 
bird to 85»7 acres (Table 24). Apparently the rearing season of 1S37 usas 
an exceptionally favorable on© since the rat© of increase based on th© 
available data "ssas 456.7 per seat Ti?hieh gave a fall population of 501 birds 
or on© bird to eaoh 15.39 acres. 
Since th© -winter temperature and pracipitation of 1937~1938 iser© so 
favorable for the qmil, the winter predation losis ms placed at six per 
cent (irrington and Karaerstrom, 1SS6, p. 458). Siis loss of 30 birds 
left a 1938 spring population of 471 birds or on© bird to 16.4 acres, 
fhe oaloxilated rate of increase for 1SS8 isaB 183.2 per cent ishioh gave a 
4 
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oalculated fall population of 1,554 birds or one bird for 5.78 aeres. 
The winter ten5peratu.re and precipitation of 1258-1939 \wre again rery 
fftTorable for the winter surplml of the bob-vjhite (See Pig, S9) and the 
"SJriter asswiaed that only predatioix less&s of six per cent occurred as ia 
19S7-3.9S8, This estimated loss of 80 birds left a 1939 spring; population 
of 1,250, or oa© bird to each 6»1 aores» The rate of increase for 1939 
ms calculated to ha-ve been M.S per oent which gave a fall population of 
on© bird to each 5?»5S acres. Deduating the kn.cfHii kill of 211 birds ao???-
piled by Moormn from the fall population g&.-m a beginning TJinter 
popxilatioa. of 2,105 or one bird for 3.66 acres. 
The vtinter of 1939-1940 -was critical for the bob-whit© becatis© 
January •®as the coldest since X913* The average jiKsan te^mperattir© of the 
area "ms S.O F» whieh wis 1S.3 beloisf the Jaatiary average of gl,S F. Seed 
(1940) in CliTTifttologioal Data for Jasmarj says "There .havB boen only fi-?© 
colder Januarys in the i®ist 68 years than in 1940". The ©osiputed loss for 
the winter ms 1,517 birds or 74.6 per cent which left on Febrmry 18, 
5S4 birds or one bird for 14«4 acres. 
The witer belieres tlmt the winter loss for 1959-1940 would have 
been as great or greater than, in 19S6-19S7 if 20 farmers had Eot fed the 
quail in place of tno as in 1956»- Agricultt^ral foods •'mrQ srach more plenti­
ful and more Tser© left a"milabl© t^ias ic 19S6~19S7. It is not knowa jxtst 
what the effect of the -two feeding stations built on the so-ith area by the 
United States CiTilian Consermtion Corps in 19S6-1037 had upon tlie quail 
population. But during winter of 1959-1940, on two different occasions 
residents of the area mde the statement that it ms fortumt© for the 
qaail that feeding stations similar to those built ia 193S-1937 had not 
-1S8-
been 'btiil-'c: this Mater since these stations had really served as eonoea-
tratioa centers •y^ iere -a-i© birds were slauglitered, 'fhe recogaition on the 
part of the farniers of the advisability of getting an adequate seed stook 
through the -^nter my have been a very important reason for 20 farmers 
feeding quail during the winter of i9S9~1940. 
Discussion of the Bob-isMt© Breeding Potential 
Ttie high reproduetive rat© of 4SS»7 per o©nt for 1937 is not as high 
as the theoretical mxiamia breeding potential of 700 per ©est •which 
Leopold (19S3, p»SO, S6, aisd 37) wori»d out from data by Stoddard (1930, 
1931). ?arious lisitisg factors pr&VQnt the attainment of this jnaxism® 
breeding potential of quail in their natural environxs^at. Few references 
vrere foixnd oontainlng definite percentages data of the increase of the fall 
pspulatioa of upland garae birds aboirs the spring breeding stosk, 
Irrin^on mid Hamerstrom (19S7, p. 16) fully recognize the dangers in 
isakiag comparisons of the reoo-rory rates of bjreeding pogiilations of differ­
ent gallinaeeoKS gaise bird species but feel that Hing-neoked Fnsasant my 
have "certain features in cossioa" with bob-white. Similarly it my be 
that the British P*PUS« REOOTERY popalation. gsroentages MAY indio&te SOB® 
of the possibilities of the recowry percentages of the bob-^ite, 
Leopold and Ball (19S1) report data which give the aanixal gronse kill in 
England as 216 per cent above the spring breeding population. Ga®® keepers 
in tfe© British Isles SKLte their principal census in the spjring ^wst pre-vious 
to the beginning of the breeding season* In the JMuaagesasnt of this bird 
on taie aioGrs they ©speet an average increase of 216 per cent in shootablo 
-1S7. 
"birds oalciilated on their spring oeasiis data. In praetioe they stat® that 
a year is seldom so bad that the increase is as low as 175 per cent and in 
©xoeptioaally faTorable years it may be as high as 260 per cent. 
A high population inereaae of the bob-white is reported by Errington. 
{192S, p.lg2**IS2) in •writing of nesting and the life equation of the bob-
•BSiite on 1,920 acres of an area near Pmirie du Sac, Wisconsin for the year 
19S0. H® presents data that show an inci^as© of 260 per cent for the fall 
population over the spring breeding stock. 
Erringtoa and Haiaerstrom (1936, Table 75, p.422) report an eirea 
higher increase of 450 per cent in the fall popttlation of qmil above the 
spring seed stock on 896 acres of a S,200 aere area near Prairie du Sao, 
?fisconsin in the rearing season of 1929# In the same table they oal-
eulate a spring breeding stock of one bird to 145 acres and a fall 
population of one bird to 26.4 acres. Apparently from these data the win­
ter of 1929-1930 was a Tery favorable on© for the surTival of the quail 
since they report a total -winter loss of only nine birds, or 7»44 per 
cent. This ga-ro a spring breeding population density in 19S0 of one bird 
to 28.5 acres, fh© increase in the fall population aboire the breeding 
population ms 129 per cent, or crm bird to 12.5 acres, fhe winter of 
19S0-19S1 apparently ms another very farorable one for qttail STjrviTml 
since they report a total winter loss of 21 bispds, or 8# 17 per cent» 
fhis left a spring bleeding poptilatioa of 256 birds, or one to 1S»6 aores. 
®ie rate of Imrease -was not so hi{r,h for tiie 1931 rearing season since it 
isms 69 per sent •^ieh ga^je a total fall population of 400 birds, or on© 
to eight acres# Sine® the fall population for this and the next four 
years a-wraged one bird to 7.76 acres, it is thotight that this density 
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represents about the maalmim carrying capacity for this part of ths Prairie 
dn Sao area during the imrestigation. If this population densitj'- represents 
the imxiisaini carrying capacity of this Wisconsin area, this density was 
built up froEi a low of one bird to 145 acres to a hi^i of one bird to 
eight acres in the course of thi^e suEsners and two winters which v;er© 
faTorable for th© bob-white. 
Aa exaraimtioa of the data in Table 24 for southern lom shows a 
parallel population increase from the spring of 1837 to the fall of i9S9« 
Ihe spring breeding population calculated for the area for 1957 isas OE© 
bird to 85.7 aores and th© fall population census data for 1939 ms one 
bird to 3.33 aores. 
Searing Seasons of 19S7, 1938 and 1939 
Ail esawination of Fig. S9 for the period from about April 25 to 
August 1, for each of the years, 1937, 19S8, aM 1SS9 shows a mrked siiai-
larity for the average sonthly raean teaiperatvire -shich was almost exactly 
nonaal. For IS&y, Jme, and July, 1937 and 1938, the monthly precipitation 
•was alffiost exactly the same, fhe precipitation in Msy for each of these 
two years ms nearly on® inch ffiore than the average -while Jim© had over 
two inches less, Sfety, 19S9, had S.02 inehes deficiency in precipitation 
while June had an excess of 4.0S inches. 
It is not known just •what the influence of these temperature and 
precipitation flaetuations had -apon the rearing of young bob-^?itoite but 
sou® relationships seem to exist. In the spring of 19S7 the population 
density ims on© bird to 85.7 acres and indicates -the space a-roilable for 
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each pair of nesting birds. The three knoiifn surviving eoveys were -widely 
separated and each was located in very desirable quail envirosBsent. fhis 
known low population of 28 vigoro-us birds with the additioml 61 birds 
estlmted to be present which had survived the preceding severe -»tinter were 
not crowded for nesting and reariag space and had the fiirther advantage 
of the factors of favorable ternpexutur© and precipitation -sdiich. also pro­
vided exoellent food and cover. All these and otlaer factors coxitrib-ated 
to the high reproductive rate of 456.7 per eent» 
During the rearing season, of 19S8, the factors of temperature and 
precipitation, were again favorable to the birds and provided an abimdance 
of food axid oorer. Sat the population ueusity had risen to one bird to 
IQ.4 acr^s ifjhioh resulted in greater ooapetition for the more desirable 
aesting and rearing coverts. The peroentage of increase for this season, 
vms IBS,2 per oeat. 
fhroughout the 1939 rearing season the faotors of temperature aad. 
preoipitatioa were not nearly as favorable as in the two previous 
seasons, and In addition the population densii^ had inoraased to one bird 
to 0»1 aores "shioh caused still greater corepetition for suitable nesting 
and rearing locations. The percentage rate of increase is 19SG decreased 
to 84.5 per cent. 
1!hese data for this area seem to show that the peroentage rate of 
inoreas© of quail ms a product of the variable factors of the earrj'ing 
capacity of the land, population densitj'- of the breeding birds, monthly 
i»an temperature, end the monthly precipitation. 
-uo 
XVI. FAEMEH-SFORTSJI&TJ HELATI0Ii3Hi;^ 
Faraer-sportsmn relationships are perhaps the sost trying problem 
in the national garae usiaage'ment raovement snd the Tsrriter believes the 
most difficult bo solve. Full reoofjnition of this problem ms taken vfhen 
th© B'ifth aorth ATasrican Wildlife Conference (1S40) appointed a psrraaasnt 
"Farraer-Sportsmn Council.^ 
A -rsTj iraportant reason for the farmers ^ wishing to organise Sarae 
Area lo. 27-9S-1 IB 1933 ms -ujisatisfaotory hmter-fars^r 
relatioaships which TOre cliimsed by a trespassing tirban hunter \iho had 
killed a farmer's cow* 
•When the season for shooting quail ms opened in Decatur and Wayne 
counties in 19S6, the first open season since the aututsn of 1916, ©wry 
farrasr on the area •Has opposed to hunting on his land* They said there 
irere not enough quail for ar^r to be shot. Probably not laore than 10 
himtoris viere given porTsission to hunt quail during the season and very 
few birds vaore shot» 
Unfortunate fariner-sportsmn relationships -sere related to the -writer 
frois time to tin®. In e-j-erj instanoe the hunters -were trespassing and did 
not represent the higher type of hunter but -most of those farasrs place 
all strange hunters in the sa-me class, 
Tlie season -was closed on quail in these Goimtie? during 1957 and 
1S38 and opened in 1939 by legislati%'e enaetsseats. Since the data shOTed 
one quail to 3.33 aeres (fable 24), v^ ien the farsers Viore interviewed in 
T:?ovesber, they "were as&ed if they isere going to perrait quail shooting on 
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their lands. A sumiary of the answers vmst 11 farmers replied they «ould 
not permit any hxmtingj 8 said they intended to hunt themselvesj 6 "Sfould 
permit neiglribors and friends to hiaiti 10 replied that they wished to hmt 
theins©l-9©s and to permt friends and neighbors also, to htmti only S said 
they would perrait strangers to hnnt. 
A B^eting sponsored by a farrtasr, Floyd Plemsg, was held in the 
Eiddle School, '#oodlattd Township, HoTOsiber IS, 1939. It was attended by 
24 fanners from both areas and eight imn who -mere repreeentati-ves fros! 
the State Conservation Cotraaission and the lorn State CooperatiTre Wildlif® 
Eesearch Unit. A very friendly evening ms enjoyed and s»ny interesting 
things tsere discussed eoacerning bob-white mnageiBsat. When the famwrs 
•were asked if any one present -would permit urban hmters on their farsns to 
shoot quail at llO.OO a day, no one was interested. 
Throughout the season about 20 farmers permitted some hunting on their 
farms but as far as is known no hunter was charged for this privilege* 
Most of the htinting was done by the farsners and their friends. A few 
farH®rs permitted'strangers to hust (Fig. 46). 
Fig. 46. Farnsere and ITrban Quail Hmters 
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Most of the farmers during this isnreetiFatiors 'bp/J an aesthetic reason 
for desiring quail on their farms. They have freqi'ertly ;?aid they liked to 
see the bob-Tuhite on their lands and to hear their calls* 
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Mll. SOTiliAHX" 
This InTOstigatioE. ©ontinued from July, 19S6 to March, 1940 and con­
tains data collected on an experiaental bob-white ganse maaageiaent area in 
Southern Iowa. The area, was divided into the north area containing 4,TS9 
aores and the south area containing 2,974 aeres. The north area wa« 
designated as the pay-shooting area beea-use the farmers -were peradtted t© 
charge fl.OO a day per aan for hunting privileges. The south area -sas 
designated as a free-shooting area because the farrasrs were not perraitted 
to charge for htaating but instead were paid 10 cents an acre. Both areas 
njeire to o&rry out identical reoomsiended gara© mnageraent practices. 
These data contain infonsation on mny factors related to bob-ishite 
isanageraent. The inventories of agricultural crops aad livestock, gaw 
BmmgetTffint practiced by t&e faraers and raethod of land operation were 
organised and tabulated in such WBsmer that coia^risons could be mde 
between the north and south area aM between tenant operators and owner 
operators. 
fhe three year arorage percentages for the agricultural crops groro 
•were: corn, 14*56 per centj oats, 8.08} wheat, 1»60; rye, 0.8?j and 
sorghum, Mllet, and legtsmss S»01. SSie awmge percentage of meadow 
for the three years -isas 15.0S per cent; of pasture, 55.81, and fallow 
Coisparison of the three year average percentages of agricultural 
land usage showed little variation between the two areas or between owner 
and tenant operators. 
The livestock raised ^ere: horses, cattle, hogs, and sheep. The 
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tha?©®-year average of acres of pasture per anitnal unit for c^aer operators 
in the noji;ii area ms 4.14 acres, for tenants, 7.12 aoresj for owners in 
the soiith area ms 5.34 acres and for tenants, 6.06 aoresj the average of 
aeres of pastujne per animal «nit for all operators in the noiidi area was 
4*99 and in the south area, 5.88 aores. 
Bart of the designated game raanageitieat practices were performed in 
19S6 hy 100 per cent of both owner aad tenant operators in -Hie south area 
and by 75 per cent of the owner operators aiai 67 per cent of the tenant 
operators in the north, area. The payment of 10 cents an acre to the 
operators in the south area did seeia to iaflueno© slightly the perfonaing 
of the designated practices for this year. The cost in 1SS6 for per­
forming designated game inariagement practices including inaterials and the 
acreage fee was 13.34 cents for the south area and S,47 cents an acre for 
the north area. On the whole there se®i!»d to "be little difference between 
the amount and effeeti"rensss of gatas imnageiaent practiced by owner and 
tenant operators. The interest of the farssers in bob-white ^sune nsmagement 
showed an increase since in 19S9-1940 when no acreage fee had been paid for 
two years, 20 faraers, 10 owners and 10 tenants fed quail during the winter 
and only two had fed them during the winter of 19S6-1SS7. 
Seed-eating birds were observed competing with bob-ishite for food only 
during the late suaaser, fall, and early isfinter of 1536. 
Cooper* s Im-wk and the Sreat-homed owl -were the only birds of j?Tsy 
present in sufficient iiuH^jers that ndght have been predators of quail. 
fh® fur-bearers "weres opossum, raccoon, raiial:, prairie spotted skunk, 
Illinois skunk, and red fox. A total of 58 fox stosmohs inrere examined and 
only on© contained any evidence of quail. A total ineoms of |146.4€ ms 
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receivied during the season of 19S6-1SS7 for fur bearers' pelts taken on 11 
farme of 1,996 acres •ahich ms an average of 7«SS cents an acre. The three 
most frequently tafcen fur-bearers oa these farms were the lUiaois skunk, 
one to 24»65 acres, the opossum on© to 66.53 acres, and the prairie spotted 
skunk one to 90»72 acres. 
Cottontail rabbit population in 1939 -ms estimated to be 800-1000 on a 
section -which represented a graaing presstyr© of 82.62-105.25 aninial -units on 
7,713 acres.. 
Mor«J6y mts were so nurasrous in 1939 that they destroyed from one to 
three acres of ©om for mny fant®rs. 
An aTerege of one dorostic oat for each 41.2 acres -was on the area in 
1958. 
The awrage pereen-fcage of oroier operated land in the north area for 
four years -ms 54.63 per cent, of tenant operated land 41.02s ammr 
operated land in t3ie south area -sms 27.04 per cent and tenant opemted 
land ms 70.69. The average percentage of iiarented land for the sa-m© years 
was 4,35 per cent in the north area and 2.28 in the south area. Social and 
econoinio conditions of the people ^ere important factors in bob-^white 
mnagetBent. 
During the period of the investigation three -Kinters and one sujamer 
of adverse -sraather conditions for bob--whit© survival and production were 
experienced. In contmst to these unfavorable seasons two consecutive 
suHBiiers and -two -winters of exceptionally favorable conditions for the bob-
•whit® occurred. These severe -sTinters caused calculated losses of 87.8, 
74«6, and 55.2 per cent of -fehe qtuail. 
fhe lowest calculated population density for the area was one bird 
-M6-
to 85.7 acres the highest was on© bird to S»S5 which was built up 
during three oonsecwtive rearing eeasone. The highest calculated per-
centeg© rat© of recovery was 456.7 per cent which occurred dtsring the 
season ^ hen the breeding popiilatioa ms the lowest and the lowest per-
eentag© rate of recovery was 84.5 per cent Tsrhen the breeding population 
•was the highest. 
Hunting of quail Tsas permitted in the season of 1956 and closed until 
the season of 19S9. fhe farmers allo-?red very little himting ia 19S6 and 
211 birds were reported taken by hiraters in 1939, As far as is kno\m no 
htinter on either area was charged for the privilege of htmting. 
The farBssr-sportsrosn relationships did not progress to the stage of 
STsccessfnl pay hunting •srhich the TSTriter believes iffill ultimtely prove to 
be the satisfactory solution of hmting privileges on privately oroed lands. 
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